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,&bstract

A duaL function intensit¡' proflle monitor has been designed for a measure-

ment of parity violation în i - p scattering at 230 MeV using longitudinally

polarized protons. The device contains a set of split foil seconda,ry electron

emission (SEM) monitors to determine the median of the beam current dis-

tribution (in x and y). The split foils, coupled through servoamplifiers and

operational amplifiers to upstream aircore steering magnets, have demon-

strated the ability to hold the beam position stable to within * 5 pm. This

monitor aiso conta,ins a set of foil-strip planes giving inforrnation on the in-

tensity distribution projected onto the tu'o orthogonal axes, x and y. Data

were acquired using 0.008 mm thick, 0.90 mm u'ide aluminum foil strips at

1.00 mm centers. The foil strip planes rvere able to determine the beam cen-

troid of a 20 mm full rvidth I beam spot to within * 3 ¡-rm after one hour of

data taking u'itir a 100 nA beam.
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lntrodu.ctiom.

Resuits from the investigation of rnatter have led to the identification

of four elementary forces in the universe: electromagnetic, strong and weak

nuclear forces and gravity. The task of unifying these four forces into one

common force has proven difficult. Glashow, Weinberg and Salam have been

able to unite the electromagnetic with the weak nuclear force u'ith great

successl. Combining this electrorn'eak force with quantum chromodynamics

(QCD) has led to the development of what is known as the standard model.

Tire final step rvould be to include gravity into such a theory, possibly u'ith

supers)¡mmetry or grand unified theorìes, but as of yet no single theory has

been accepted.

As the theorists have developed such theories, it is the purpose of the ex-

perimentalist to verify their hypotheses and provide experimental data from

rvhich to develop such theories. High energy physics experiments are able to

test predictions of neu' and exotic particies by colliding beams of particles

of sufficient energy to produce the particles directly. One such example is

ihe Higgs boson u'hich. must exist in order for current theory to explain the

rnass of tlre electrorveali intermediate vector bosons IA+ and Zo. Interme-

diate energ¡, physics experiments generali¡, test the interactions of particles

by directing intense beams on fixed ta,rgets, relying on improved statistics

to observe ver]¡ small effects to a high degree of accuracy. An example here

v'ould be the stud¡, of parity violation, a result of the weak interaction in the

nucleon-nucleon scattering system which is dominated by the strong interac-

tion.

To investigate the measurement of parity violation in elastic f- p scat-

Prize for their work in 1979.lGlasliow, \4Ieinberg and Saìam received the Nobel



tering, the desired effect is only observable at the 10-7 level. An experiment

must be conceived, engineered and developed u'ith the utmost consideration

given to understanding and reducing the systematic errors of the apparatus.

Not only does this include a substantial number of diagnostic studies, but

also a long and exhaustive investigation of beam properties to show that

control over these properties can be obtained to the limit required by the

experiment. It is this strict demand that has led to the design and devel-

opment of a dedicated beam intensit¡' profile monitor for a parity violation

experiment at 230 MeV.

1-"1- The Froposed Experiment.

In parity-conserving elastic F - p scattering, rn'here the incident proton

beam is polarized and the target is unpolarized, the scattering asymmetry is

d.ue only to the transverse polarization components of the beam perpendic-

ular to the scattering plane. If one proceeds to orient the polarization in the

longitudinal direction, parity conservation would imply a null result for the

Iongitudinal analyzing po\Ã/er ,42, defined as

7 o+-o-
I __1L¿- 

lP,lo++o-'
(1)

where ø* and o- ¿;re the helicity dependent cross sections with respect to the

beam polarization. A nonzero result for A2 implies parity nonconservation.

There are trno methods used in experiments for the determination of 47.

The first method is to use a scattering detector to determine the amount

of beam scattered from the target. At lon' energies, where only the lou'est

partial r¡,ave transition amplitude contr-ibutes, the scattering is essentially



isotropic. If the scattering detector covers a reasonable solid angle, an esti-

mate of the total cross section for each helicity state allows a calculation of

Az l¡y extrapolation. The second method is to measure the beam current

intensity before and after the scattering target. By correlation of the de-

crease in beam intensity with the helicity state of the beam, a cross section

for each of the beam helicity states can also be obtained. When operating

above several hundred MeV where As can no longer be considered isotropic,

it is more advantageous to determine the scattering asymmetry in this type

of attenuation experiment.

To determine parit¡' r'iolation in the N-N scattering system, the effects of

the Coulomb and strong forces must be eliminated to the 10-7 level since a

strongly interacting probe is being used to extract a weak interaction effect.

In more complex nuclei, there are nuclear structure effects which complicate

the understanding of the strong interaction. It is therefore advantageous to

consider an experiment inrroiving proton-proton scattering. Once the strong

interaction mechanism has been understood and eliminated, the resultant an-

alyzing po\Ã/er can be expressed as a hadronic '*'eak interaction effect. Fig. 1

shows the three dominant Feynman diagrams for the parity violating N-N

interaction in the meson exchange model. The right vertex is the parit¡' ssn-

serving (PC) strong interaction vertex involving a meson exchange from the

nucleon. The left vertex is the parity non-conserving (PNC) u'eali interaction

vertex and involves boson exchanges betu'een the quarks.

In the meson exchange model normally used, three mesons can be ex-

changed in the interaction, a pion (r+) or a vector meson (p and c.,'). Tak-

ing into account the associated isospin changes, there are a total of six

weak meson-nucleon coupling constants which must be determined. The

values of these weak coupling constants have been predicted by Desplanques,
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Figure 1: The tl¿ree dominant Feynman quarlt, diagrams sltowing the wealc

PNC uertex (left) and tlte strong PC uertex (right) of th.e nucleon-nucleon

interaction.

Donoghue and Holstein (DDH) [1] based on the standard model and are

slrown in table 1. Calculations performed by Dubovik and Zenkin (DZ) lZ)

are also shown ancl agree reasonabll' t'ell n'ith those by DDH. By experimen-

tal determination of these weali coupling constants, a detailed comparison

with the underlying theory can be made.

Simonius has proposed a í- p scattering experiment at 230 MeV [3]. At

these energies, onlS' ¡þ" lon'est order parity violating partial wave transition

amplitudes contribute significantiy. The dominant amplitude at iorv energy

is the (t,So-uP6) transition amplitucle and at 230 MeV, its contribution inte-

grated over all solid angle passes through zero as calculated by Simonius [a]

and shou'n in fig. 2. This contribution carr also be made to integrate to zero

b)'choosing the angular acceptance of the detection apparatus and operating

the experiment at a beam energy of 230 l\4eV ri,hich translates to 215 MeV

at the target center. The fact that, this partial u'ave transition amplitude

contribution passes through zero is a result of the behaviour of the strong

interaction phase shifts u'hich are knourr independently [5]. The maximum

contribution of the (1fü -3 Po) transition amplitude allou'ed b¡' 1¡" r'ariation

in phase shift parameters at 230 il4e\¡ is - 5 Yoof the dominant (tPr-'Dr)

N

//
<((

\
N

N

)
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N4eson

Exchanged

Coupling

Constant

Theoretical

Range (10-t)

(DDH)

Theoretical

Best Value

(DDH)

Theoreticai

Value

(DZ)

T
1i-

p

u)

IJr

h2

ht,

1,
h.-p

ho-

t1

0 <-+ 77.4

-31 ++ 71.4

-0.3E ê 0

-11.0 e+ -7.6

-10.3 <-+ 5.7

-1.9 <-l -0.8

4.6

-TT.4

-0.19

-9.5

-1.9

-1.1

1.3

-8.3

0.39

-6.7

-3.9

ÐÐ-L.t

Table 1: Tl¿eoretical prediction-s for tl¿e wealc nleson-nucleon coupling con-

.stants as calculated by Desplanque-s, Donogh.ue and Holstein (DDH) a'nd'

Duboailc and Zenkin (DZ). Superscripts denote tlt"e associated zsospin clt'ange

for each coupling constant.
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Figure 2: Contri,butions to tlte longi.ttt,d,inal analyzing pouer from tlt'e two

partial waae transitions (t5o-t&) and (3P2-t Dz) a-, calcttlated by Simonius.

amplitude. AIso shor¡,n in fig. 2 is the contribution frorn the next order par-

ity violating transition arnplitude (3Pz -t Dz). The (i,9¡ -3 P0) transition

amplitude dominates at lon'energies and is determinedby ho*h., u'hile the

("Pr-t D2) iransition ampiitude is determined by þ, alone. The third parity

violating transition amplitude to contrii:ute, (1D2 -z Fz) has a theoretical

contribution of onli' 5 % at 230lt4eV. The longitudinal analyzing power A7

can thus be related to the (tPr-t D2) transition amplitude u'hich has been

shonn by Simonius to determine LIte l'tprp coupling constant, rn'here

1h'r':hor+h1r*-*ni

The theoretical value at 230 t\4ev has been calculated as A2(230 Me\¡):

0.4 x 10-7 [4] a'd Az(2301r{eV):0.7 x 10-7 [6], assuminglzf,e talies on the

(2)



"best value" predicted by DDH.

L"2 Ðxperirnental Setup"

TRIUMF refers to TRi-University Meson Facility u'hich is based on an

isochronous 500 MeV 11- cyclotron. Due to come on line at TRIUMF in

1990 is an optically pumped polarized ion source, which is preferred for the

parity violation experiment because the spin flip mechanism causes minimal

changes to other beam properties. In this ion source, an unpolarized proton

beam is accelerated to 5 keV and passes through a sodium vapour celi. The

sodiurn atoms have the outer electron polarized by illumination from a cir'-

cularly polarized laser tuned to the socliurn D1 transition at 589.6 nm. The

outer electron is stripped from the sodium atom by the proton beam and

after leaving the vapour celi, the electron spin is transferred to the proton

using the diabatic field reversal t,echnique[7]. The neutral, nuclear polar-

ized hydrogen a,tom is then passed through a second sodium vapour cell and

picks up a second electron, allox'ing lhe H- ion to be accelerated througir

the cyclotron. B¡' adjusting the laser fi'equency on the first sodium cell and

changing the helicity of the laser ligirt, a selection of the resultant spin of tire

exiting proton can be made. The spin of the extracted protons, which de-

pends on the laser helicity and frequency, takes approximately 2 miliiseconds

to switch from one state to the other, limiting the spin flip rate to below

500 Hz.

Since ff- ions are accelerated in the cyclotron, a stripper foil can be in-

serted at a particular radial orbit, removing the electrons from the 11- ions

and allot'ing the remaining protons to be extracted from the machine. Using

this technique, several separate beams at different energies and at 100 % duty



cycle can be extracted from the machine at once. The TRIUMF cyclotron,

using the optically pumped polarized ion source, will provide a 500 nA beam

of 230 N{eV protons with a polarization of - 70 To for the parity violation

experiment.

There are two main experimental areas; the meson hali is used for the

production of pion and muon beams, and the proton hall is dedicated to

nucleon-nucleon and nucleon-nucleus studies. In the proton hall, beamline

4A is equipped with a 20.3 cm liquid deuterium target for polarized neutron

production and beamline 48 features a magnetic spectrometer. The liquid

deuterium target can be removed to allou' tire proton beam to continue don'n

beamline 4A into a beam dump. It is beamline 4A which has been used to

date for the setup and testing of the experimental apparatus'

As the polarized proton beam is accelerated through the cyclotron, the

spin must be aligned in the vertical direction. Any component of the spin

in the horizontai direction would be precessed due to the cyclotron magnetic

field and u,ould result in a depolarization of the beam. Only the vertical

component of the spin wou-ld be retained. Once out of the cyclotron, the

spin must be rotated into tire longitudinal direction for the parity experi-

ment. This can be done using two solenoid magnets and two dipole (bending)

magnets[8]. Fig. 3 shorvs the four stages of spin precession from vertical to

iongitudinal. The solenoid ma,gnets precess the spin by some angle / in the

plane perpendicular to the beam axis while the dipole magnets precess the

spin by some angle d in the plane perpendicular to the vertical axis. By ar-

ranging the magnets in the sequence solenoid (/1), dipol" (9r), solenoid (/2)

and dipole (0r), u longiiudinallS' polarized beam can be produced at a range

of beam energies. For this scheme to i¡'ork at TRIUI\'{F energies, the surn

of bending angles for the two bending magnets must lie between 40o and 100"'



Figure 3: The four stages of spin precession from aerti,cal (y axis) to longi'

tudinal (z aris) using solenoi,d ($) and dipole (0) magnets.

Fig. 4 shorvs the proposed beaml.ine setup for the parity experiment on

beamline 44. The first elements of dedicated parity apparatus encountered by

the beam are the aircore steering magnets. These steering ma,gnets are used

in conjunction with the intensity profile monitors which are also equipped

with position sensing split plates operating on secondary electron emission.

The displacement signal of the beam from some predefined position is fed

to electronic servo amplifi.ers, then to the aircore steering magnets rvhich

correct the beam position. Aircore steering magnets u'ere used for the test

runs described in tiris thesis. Hou'ever, ferrite core steering rnagnets are be-

ing considered for the final parity setup. Ferrite core steering magnets can

provide steering equal to that of the aircore steering magnets, but are more

compact and provide a more uniform magnetic field.

One of the functions of the beam intensity profile monitors is to pro-

vide the intensity disiribution of the bearn in the horizontal and verticai
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Figure 4: Tl¿e Pari,ty aiola,tion ex:perimental setup on TRIUMF beamline /¡4.

Indiaidual items are di,sctt-csed i,n tl¿e text.

directions. These profi1e measurerrents are generated via secondary electron

emission from 0.9 mm u'ide strips of aluminum foil. The monitor contains

twenty-one single chamels in the central region, four double channels on ei-

ther side and an outer channel on each end to determine the intensit¡r itt ¿L"

tails of the beam. The profi.les are to be generated during the data taking

phase for the parit¡' experiment. A criiical design feature of the intensity

profile monitor rvas to minimize the amount of material in the beam to re-

duce multiple scattering.

There are also tu'o polarizaliot-t profile monitors rvhich give vertical and

horizontal polarization proiiles in order to determine ( P" ), ( Py >'

1yP" ) and l rPo ). By determining the polariza'tion profiles at two

locations, the effects of the extrapolated tra,nsverse polariza,tion profiles at

tlre scattering target can be corrected for. The polarizalion profile monitor
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uses a polS's¿¡t1.ne blade mounted to a rotating disk. One disk is mounted

s'ith its rotation axis in the sa,me horizontal plane as, and paraliel to, the

beam axis so that the blade is horizontal as it intersects the center of the

beam. The other disk is mounted with its rotation axis in the same vertical

plane as, and parallel to, the beam axis so that the blade is vertical as it

intersects the center of the beam. The disks spin at 15 Hz; one of the eight

blades passes through the beam at each spin state and data taking (for A")

must be briefly disabled u'hile the polarization profiles are acquired. Scin-

tillation detectors are used to detect scattered and recoil particles frorn the

i - p events originating from the target blade. The asymmetry of scattered

particles determines the polarization, while the recoil particles from the 1ï-p
event u'ill provide a coincidence, reducing the possibilit5. of counting an event

from y' -12 C rvhich rvould dilute the efficiency of the polarization measure-

ment.

The target to be used for the parity experiment will contain LH2in a cell

40 cm in length and u'ill require a continuous flow of. LH2 through the cell

in order to keep thermal varia,tions in the target (density fluctuations) to an

absolute rninimum. While all of the previous parity violation experiments

u'ere performed in either an attenuation or scattering detection mode, the

TRIUN4F experiment will be the first attempt to obtain A7 for a particular

energy from both modes of operation. The first phase of the experiment

involves trvo transverse field ionization chambers which are located immedi-

aiely upstream and do\Ã'nstream of the scattering target. The second phase of

the experirnent incorporates an ionization chamber scattering detector with

an angular acceptance of ïhb : 6.0o to 9tob : 41.4'. This is the angular

range for 215 \4eV at the target center that rn'ill measure an a\¡erage lorvest

order partial r'.l,'ave a,mplitude (t,So -t Fo) contribution of zero. The scatter-

ing deiector contains a central high voltage plane sandwiched upstream and
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downstream by sense plates, forming an annular ring for the detection of

the scattered particles. Both the scattering chamber and the transmission

chambers wiil operate with ultra-pure H2 gas.

Up until now, only partial components and prototype monitors have been

implemented for test runs. in 1991, the final design and construction of the

intensity profile monitors, polarization proflle monitors and transverse field

ionization chambers should be complete with testing'*'ell underu'ay. As soon

as a dedicated beamline and target are completed by TRIUMF, data taking

runs for the first phase of the parity experiment can begin. The final aim

of the parity experiment is to measure 6A, - t2 x 10-8 or better in 300

hours. This translates to a determination of ho to +. 25 To, as compared to

the presently accepted theoretica,l value u'hich is only knorvn to * 300 %.

1-.3 Frevious Experirnental Results.

A number of parity violation experiments in p--p scattering have been

perforrned in basically four energy regions, at 15 MeV, 45 lt4eV, 800 Me\¡

and 5 Ge\¡. A general description of each is given bêlou' u'ith the final results

displayed in table 2.

At 13.6 MeV, a parity violation experiment is being performed at the

BOI'IN isochronous cyclotron [9] A ground state atomic beam type po-

Iarized source injects protons into the cyclotron rvith the beam continuing

through steering magnets and a spin procession solenoid io provide tire lon-

gitudinai polarization. The helicity of the protons is reversed every 20 ms at

the ion source, corresponding to a spin flip rate of 50 Hz. Split plate SEl\tI

monitors are used for beam position control, and a beam intensity profile

12



Faciiity Energy Experimental

l\4ethod

Results

x 10-7

BONN

LANL

SIN

LBL

Texas A &

LANL

ZGS

13.6 Me\¡

15 MeV

45 MeV

46 Me\¡

47 MeV

800 MeV

5 Ge\¡

Scattering

Scattering

Scattering

Scattering

Scattering

Attenuation

Attenuation

-1.5 + 0.5

-1.7 t 0.8

-1.50 +0.22

-1.63 + 1.03

-4.6 +2.6

2.4 t r.7

26.6 + 6.6

Table 2: Results of tlt.e preuious Parity Violation experirnents in f - p scat-

tering.

is determined by scanning a carbon rvire through the beam. The secondary

electron current from the carbon wire provides a current signal versus wire

position, '¿'hile signals from two adjacent surface barrier detectors allow a de-

termination of the transverse polarization of the proton beam. Ion chambers

determine the scattered beam current from the 12 Atm H2 gas scattering

target, and a Faraday cup determines the beam current after the target. A

comparison of the ion chamber current signal to the Faraday cup current sig-

nal for the different helicity states of the proton beam has led to the present

interim experimental result of A7(73.6MeV) : (-1.5 * 0.5) x 10-7. The

experiment is being continued at BONN with the aim of reaching a precision

of. 6A,: f0.3 x 10-? [10].

A 15 Me\¡ F- p scattering experiment was performed at the Los Alamos

l.{ational Laboratory tandem van de Graaff accelerator [11,12]. This experi-

ment was also based on the scattering method, as particles scattered from an

13



H2 gas target at 3 Atm for the initial phase and 6 Atm for the final phase,

were collected in the scattering chamber. A Lamb shift t¡'pe ion source pro-

duced polarized protons which then passed through a Wien filter to precess

the spin into the longitudinal direction. By applying small additional trans-

verse magnetic fields in the ion source, the polarization vector for the proton

spin was reversed very quickly, providing a fast spin flip rate of 1 kHz for

the experiment. After extra.ction from the accelerator, the beam passed four

electrodes which intercepted part of the beam. These electrodes along with

a segmented beam stop gave beam position and displacement signals which

were then corrected for by steering the beam. Transverse polarization \Ã/as

measured by scattering from a carbon foil into tn'o opposing quadrants of the

scattering detector. The scattering detector itself initially consisted of four

liquid scintillator cells equipped u'ith three photomultiplier tubes for each

celi, while a final phase of this experiment rn'as completed using scintillating

plastic. The experimentally determined value of A7(l1MeV) : (i +4) x 10-7

was later improved in the final phase to A7(I1MeV) : (-1.7 + 0.8) x 10-7.

At SIN, a polarized beam experiment rvas performed at 45 MeV [13] where

the polarized beam $zas produced b5' an a,tomic beam polarized ion source

and extracted from the injector c¡rçle¡rou. A solenoid and dipole deflection

magnet precessed the spin vector in the longitudinal direction. RF transi-

tions acting on the neutral atomic beam in the source rn'ere used to reverse

the proton polarization direction every 30 ms for a spin flip rate of 33 Hz.

Two rotating carbon blade scanners provided the intensity and polarization

profiles of the beam in a similar fashion to the BONN experiment. The ex-

periment was set up to determine the helicity correlated scattering yield from

a 100 Atr'rr H2 gas target in an ion chamber scattering detector, accepting

scattered particles in the range îbb :23o to 52'. The energy of 45 MeV was

chosen specificaliy for the maximum estimated theoretical value of. A2, and
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an experimental value of A7(45MeV) : (-1.50 +0.22) x 10-7 was reported.

The Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory performed a parity violation exper-

iment at 46 MeV [1a] on the 8E inch cyclotron using an atomic beam type

polarized ion source operating at a 60 Hz spin fi.ip rate. After exiting the

cyclotron and passing through a solenoid and bending magnet to precess

the spin vector into the longitudinal direction, the beam passed through a

set of secondary electron emission position monitors and polarization pro-

file monitors. Transverse polarization profiles were determined by passing

carbon strips through the beam and observing the scattering asymmetry

betrveen opposite quadrants of the scattering detector. The scattering de-

tector contained a target filied to 80 Atm of H2, surror:nded by a I/e fi.lled

ion charnber that was divided into four segments. An experimental value of

A7(461r[.eY) : (-1.63 + 1.03) x 10-7 n,as reported.

At Texas A. & lVL University, a measurement of As at 47 MeV u'as car-

ried out on the 224 cm cyclotron at the Cyclotron Institute [tf]. fne source

v/as an atomic beam t¡'pe polarized ion source with longitudinal polariza-

tion produced from a dor'vnstream solenoid and bending magnet. The spin

flip rate u'as set to 50 Hz f.or this experiment. Polarimeters u'ith rotating

carbon biades rvere irnplemented to provide both the transverse polarization

and the intensity distributions of the beam. The scattering target u'as a 42

cm long H2 gas cell at 39 Atm and rvas surrounded by four plastic scintil-

lator detectors. The scattering apparatus also included a Faraday cup for

determining the beam intensity. IJsing the scattering method, a result of

As(47MeY) : (-4.6 + 2.6) x 10-7 was obtained.

A further parit}' violation experiment u'as performed at LAI\{PF at an

incident proton energy of 800 I,feV [16]. The Lamb shift type polarized ion
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source was operated. at a spin flip rate of 30 Hz and a Wien frlter precessed the

spin into the longitud.inal direction before acceleration. Wire chambers were

used to measure beam intensity profiles, and transverse polarizatiorr informa-

tion was obtained. from two polarimeters, one using lbe LH2 main scattering

target, and a second follorning Lhe LH2 target using an independent scanning

target. Using two transverse field ionization chambers, one upstream of the

target and one downstream, the scattered fraction of beam from the LHz tat-

get was determined. The resulting longitudinal analyzing pov/er from this at-

tenuation experiment was determined to be A7(800MeV) : (2'4+7.1) x 10-?'

Also based. on the attenuation method v/as a parity violation experiment

at the Argonne National Laboratorl' ZGS synchrotron facility '*'ith a polar-

ized beam of 5 Ge\¡ protons [i7]. Llsing an a'tomic beam type polarized ion

source, a vertically polarized proton beam was produced and the spin was

precessed with a bending magnet used for an upu'ard bend of the beamline.

A spin flip rate of 0.3 Hz u,as achieved u'hile reversing the spin vector for

each beam pulse. Only vertical beam displacements were corrected for by

an upstream steering magnet, based on a correction signal produced from

two scintillator u,edges rviricir determined the vertical position a'symmetry

of the beam. Because the s¡'¡çl¡'otron produces such a narrow beam spot,

the experiment becomes insensitive to 1 tPo ) and beam profiles are not

required. Scintillation detectors \'!,ere also used to produce transverse po-

larization mea.surements. Ts,o transmission measurements u'ere performed'

One u,ith tno scintiliator blocks, each vieu'ed by four photomultiplier tubes,

and another with ionization chambers. Each tS'pe of transmission detector

was located upstream and dou,nstream of a 81 cm H2O target. A value of

A1þGeY): (26.5 + 6.6) x 10-7 was obtained.

Shou,n in fig. 5 are the best results for the four energy regions' The solid
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curve is the theoretical prediction of the meson-exchange model [1] and pre-

dicts Az reasonably ¡¡'ell for energies up to 800 MeV. Above 800 MeV, theory

and experiment disa,gree, at least for the meson-exchange model. Calcula-

tions at the quark level [18] agree rather well with experimental results at

800 MeV and 5 GeV as shou,n by the dashed curve in fig. 5 but extrapolate

to unreasonable predictions at lower energies.
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l¿lonitor llesigxa Specåffications"

There are three functions that the beam intensity profile monitor rvas

designed to perforrn. The first is the ability to provide an asymmetry signal

that is proportionai to the displacement of the beam from a fixed axis. This

signal will be used in a fast feedback servo loop to steer the beam and cor-

rect for an)¡ displacements from this axis. It is also a requirement that the

position axis can be moved with respect to the other parity apparatus. It is

then possible to relocate the monitor and investigate the sensitivity of other

components of the apparatus to ìrearn excursions away frorn the fixed axis.

For the purpose of these tests and for the actual data taking runs, it is neces-

sary to have the beam centroid stal¡le to u'ithin * 10 ¡-rm [tO] tor frequencies

belon' I Hz. This criterion u'as set by assuming a rn'orst case transverse po-

larization for the experiment as P¿ : 0.01. This requirement u'ill deterrnine

restrictions on the stability of the beam and the mechanical tolerances of the

position control mechanism discussed in the foliowing section.

The second function is to provide an intensity profile in both x and y

directions, perpendicular to the beam. From these intensity distributions,

it is necessary to be able to determine the beam centroids to within t 10

pm [i9] after t hour of daia taking. It is not necessary for the position of

the profile apparatus to be repositioned as it was for the beam positioning

apparatus. Thus, it was decided that the tu'o components of the monitor be

mechanicaliy isolated frorn one another.

The third function of the SEN{ monitor is to produce a current signal

which is linear with respect to the beam intensity. Section 2.1 discusses the

two modes of operation that were considered and examines the linearity of

each method of operation. Calculations in follou'ing sections rxrere then per-
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formed assuming a linear monitor response. It should also be noted that all

design specifications are based on a 500 nA proton beam and that all widihs

are expressed as the full rvidth I of the beam distribution. Systematic errors

such as non-linear monitor response and changes in secondary eleciron effi-

ciency of the foil surface will be evaluated in section 6.3 where gain correction

factors will determine if there is any position or intensity dependence of the

monitor.

2"L Modes of Operation.

As an ion projectiie passes through ma,tter, its energy loss can be ex-

pressed in the form of the Bethe-Blocir eq. [20],

dE DZ*"dP*"¿
dr A-.",1 l^("4*)_r (r + z) (3)

where D :4rNtrz"m"cz: 0.3071 Me\¡ cm2/8. Z*"¿ and A^"¿ are the charge

and mass numbers of the medium and p*"¿ its mass density. ,I is characteris-

tic of the electronic binding energy of the medium and can be approximated

by / = 76(Z*"d)o'e eV and ó, C and u a,re higher order corrections. ó repre-

sents a density effect and is non-negligibie for highly relativistic particles in a

dense medium, C represents shell corrections and z contains corrections due

to higher order electrodynamics. The energy is transferred to the medium as

a result of excitation and ionization processes. For the beam intensitS' profile

monitor, tu'o modes of particle detection were evaluated. The first mode of

operation was a gas ionization monitor which collected ions created as the

projectile passed through a gas region, while the second mode of operation

u'ould collect the secondary electrons emitted from a metallic surfa,ce placed

in the beam. The follorving sections discuss these modes of operation'

6 C I_t
2 Z*"al(?)'
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2.L.L Gas Ionization.

Many types of particle detector are based on the production of ion pairs

due to the passage of a particle through the detector. As the projectile passes

through the gas, energy is lost to the gas, creating ions which are coliected

on sense wires. To determine the number of ion pairs produced per proton

(rlø)in H2 gas, the Bethe-Bloch estimate of the total energy lost in the gas

is needed (LE : # :8,s for 230 MeV protons) as well as the aver-

age energy required to produce one ion pair in hydrogen gas (u¡¡, :37eV),

ar¡ailable in most physical tables. Thus,

AE
\ip: 

-
?Di

As an example, 230 N{e\¡ protons rn'ili liberate approximately 18.1 ion pairs

per proton, per cm of H2 gas at atmospheric pressure and by adjusting the

size of the gas region or the pressure, the gas gain (ion pairs per proton) of

the monitor ca,n be controlled.

The detector consists of a harp of wires at equal spacing and is sand-

wiched between two high voltage foils. if a particle passes within the region

of a sense wire, the charge of the ion pairs is collected on that wire and

passed to the detector electronics. The polarity of the monitor only affects

ihe sign of charge collected on the sense u'ires. The difference is that electrons

rvill drift much faster through the sense region gas than will the positive ions.

An analytic expression for the periodic field produced by a series of wires

can be solved by standard eiectrostatic techniques. Erskine [2t] has derived

(4)
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an approximate expression for the field as well as calculating field distortions

due to rn'ire displacements. The monitor u/as constructed as shorvn in fig. 6

'*'ith s as the wire spacing and / the wire harp to voltage plane gap. By

using the boundary condition thai the high voltage planes be at a potential

% and defining the coordinate system with z in the direction of s and y in

the direction of /, the electric potential I/ is given by:

v(r,ù: +
+7f €.o l+ (,n'T! + "r"o'ry)])(+

t tan2T9 ¡on¡zT!)' (r"",T t tanttzry)-' (6)

-ln (5)

and the magnitude of the electric field is given by:

E(r,g) : (1

rvhere C is the capacita,nce per unit length of rn'ire,

/1 2r eo':e) -"H
and a : u'ire radius. The resolution of the monitor can be increased by

decreasing s, but rvire spacings iess than 1.0 mm are meclr.anically difficult to

produce. By increasing /, the gas gain of the monitor can be increased, but

the applied potential must also be increased to compensate for the decrease

in the electric field. The upper limits of / are basically due to the maximum

high voltage that can be applied and overall dimensions of the monitor, the

latter being of more concern for this particular case.

During operation, the electrons are in an electric field so they are ac-

celerated in the direction of the applied field. Since the electrons are also

in gas, they soon coilide with neutral gas molecules losing energy through

CV"

2eos

( /J
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Figure 6: Scl¿ematic setup of th.e wire harps and higlt' aoltage plønes.

rotational and vibrational modes of the molecules. If the electron has been

accelerated to a high enough energy since the last collision, it ionizes the

neutral gas molecule. Ionization would result in an increase in total charge

collected and would be indistinguishable from an increase in the number of

incident protons. It is therefore importani that ihe applied potential be

kept belorv the critical value that accelerates the electron over the ionization

energ)¡ between collisions. This process is knou'n as avala,nche multiplication.

To determine the critical potential for hydrogen, Sauli [22] sets the re-

duced electric field for the onset of ionization by the accelerated electrons at

30 x P volts cm-l mm Hg-l. The tungsten wire radius is 6 ¡rm, the monitor

u'ire spacing is 1 mm, and if the G10 boards are mounted without any spa,c-

ers, tìre half gap length is set at the G10 board thickness of 1.5 mm. For this

particular setup, the electric field at the rn'ire surface is

E^or(r :0rA : a) :
r%coth (s!)

" (+ - /" (+))
200 V" cm-t.

(8)

(e)

the maximum electric field

E^o, 130 x P (volts.m-1 mm Hg--t)

We must also keep

ôÐL.)

( 10)



to avoid arralanche multipiication.

require

FumaÍ

200 V" cm-1

vo

To operate at 1.0 Atm (760 mm Hg),

22500 volts cm-1

22500 volts cm-I

110 volis.

(11)

(r2)

( i3)

we

(14)

Another problem to consider with gas operation is the possibility of glorn'

discirarge. Torvnsend [23] shorn's the breakdown voltages for H2 gas s'hich

can be approximated to first order by the straight line fit

E,po,k: 33P(volts cm-r mm Hg-l) + zro("olts cm-1).

If the applied voltage is kept belorv the critical value for the onset of ioniza-

tion by accelera,ted electrons, glou' discharge is not a problem.

Sauli also considers the tension 7 required on the r¡'ires. Since the wrre

is in a position of instability, if one rn'ire is displaced by a small amount to-

wards a high voltage plane, its neighbouring wires will be repelled towards

the other high voltage piane. From his results,

T>.r_ 1 ¡cv"L|'z.t'-lc -42-e6\ s )'

where -L is the total u'ire length. For the central wire of length ST mm

an applied voltage of 110 volts,

( 15)
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?i - 10-7N. ( 16)

This is not a concern for the length of wire used in this monitor. We now

have all the basic criteria to begin construction of the wire harps.

Although the gas ionization mode of operation rti'as tested in the beam

intensity profile monitor, it was decided that the linearity of this mode of op-

eration was unsatisfactory for the parity violation experirnent. Reports [24]

from the Los Alamos group stated that the gas profile monitors used in the

800 l\4e\¡ LAMPF experiment g'ere operating dangerousi), close to ihe limit

for linear response with respect to beam current fluctuations. The problem

arose due to space charge effects. These effects u'ould be more severe for the

TRIUMF experirnent since the energy loss for 230 lt¡Ie\¡ protons in hydrogen

Sas ((#)a, : 8 Me\/ g-1 cm-2) is greater than that for 800 \4sV protons

(#)o, : 4.5 Me\¡ g-1 .*-'), and the TRIUMF experiment operates at 500

nA dc beam while the LAMPF experiment used a pulsed beam with a peak

intensity of only 80 nA.

A calculation of space charge u'a,s performed for ihe moniior geometry

described above. Using a 500 nA beam with a 20 mm full u'idth |, the total

current on the wire at the enter of the beam was determined. The signal

current collected can be expressed as

I : n¡eu¡A"urJor" (17)

rn'here n4 is the number density of positive ions collected

the ion charge, ua is the veiocit5, of the positive ions and

on the wires, e is

ArurJo"" is the sur-
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face area through which the ions flow. Since the velocity of the ions can be

expressed as the product of the mobility and the electric field (u1 : p*E(r))

and the current collected on the n'ire from the beam is a constant, the num-

ber density of ions can be expressed as a function of the electric field,

f -;r.n+\r ) : 
"p.E(ryI-i'"

(i8)

(1e)

and

2rlep.¡E(r)r'

TIre electric field near the rn,ire can be approximated by E(r) : #1,
the fraction of charge screened at a distance -R can be expressed as

e : I"o34Ð2n,rd, (20)

rn'ltere n- is the charge density located on the wire due to the applied poten-

tial V.. Evaluation of this integral shows that 1 To of. the charge on the wire

is screened at 0.14 mrn from the wire u'hile 70 % of the charge is screened at

a distance of 0.45 mm frorn the wire. Since the existence of space charge will

decrease E(r), the true electric field (of which n..,. is inversely proporiional)

should increase the problem of space charge, and the numbers determined

here can be considered an under estimate of the true space charge problem.

Clearly, this demonstra,tes that a gas ionization monitor would not be able

to operate at the beam intensiiy proposed for the parity experirnent.

2.L.2 Secondary Electron Emissron.

An alternative to the detection of particles through a gas is the use of

secondary electron emission (SEl\4). The energy lost from the incident proton



is transferred to atoms of a metal foil as a result of excitation and ionization

processes, producing secondary electrons which continue collisions, losing en-

ergy in the process. If secondaries are produced close to the surface of the

metal, it is possible for the electrons to escape the medium by what is referred

to as secondary electron emission. This mode of operation would require the

replacement of the 6 p^ radius tungsten wires with aluminum foil strips of

widt,h 0.90 mm. These strips increase the surface area for secondary electron

emission by a factor of

0.90 mm :50
r.x6[tm

compared to the surface area of the tungsten wires.

The energy lost by an incident ion is transferred to the electrons of the

medium through two elementary electron emission mechanisms as discussed

by Sternglass [25] resulting in a continuous spectrum of secondary electrons.

The first mechanism is distant inelastic electron collisions and the second is

"free" electron elastic collisions. The first case creates lou' energy electrons

peaked around I0 - 25 s\r (independent of the incident ion energy) which can

be scattered through large angles after one or two collisions in the material

and thus can be considered to be emitted isotropically. These secondary elec-

trons are emitted from a typicai depth of 10-5 to 10-6 mm. The second case

produces high energy electrons referred to as ó-rays of energies up to 0.54

MeV for a 230 MeV proton beam as derived from the relativistic kinematics

equation for elastic scattering [27],

2m"(E| - Ml)cosz(0)

(8, * n-¿")2 - (83 - M])cosz(0)

(21)

T,(0) :
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u'here nt" is the electron mass, M, is the proton mass, Er(: Tp + Mp) is ihe

total energy of the proton with Ç its kinetic energy and 0 the direction of the

recoil electrons with respect to the incident ion trajectory. The maximum

energy transferred to the ó-ray is determined by setiing 0 :0o, then eq.22

simplifies to

?r-".(0) : 2m"8272c2
(23)

1+ 21ffi * (ffi)'

where B and j àre the relativistic parameters of the proton.

To determine S(cm-1), the number of á-rays produced as the proton

passes through a foil, one can integrate [27] the following equation:

d2N

dT"dr

¡)-1
Pm¿¿ -rf! e

: ln ( !t4\
2 \A*"¿ ) (?) (24)

over the electron energy range dQ u'here D :0.3071 MeV cm2 g-1 , Z^"¿ and

A*"¿ ãle ihe foil material charge and mass numbers, p^"¿ the foil material

density and Zo: 1 as the proton charge number. The factor ,¿r depends on

the incident projectile. For protons,

ntn2T"
P' v.v'. t m

_L-cmar

(25)
1+-,2

The energy deposited in each of the two electron emission mechanisms is

roughly equal [25], so the number of 6-rays is less than that of secondaries.

Horvever, ó-rays can produce more secondary electrons as they continue to

pass through tire medium. These ó-ravs are emitted primaril)'in the forward

direction and rvhen estimating the secondary electron yield from a foil, the¡'



must be taken into consideration. Section 5.2.3 also discusses some obserr.a-

tions made of these ó-rays. It has also been found that the yield of seconda,ry

electrons depends more on characteristics of the projectile ion and the sur-

face quality of the medium than on the atomic properties of the medium.

The main problem u'ith operation of a monitor using secondary electron

emission is the fact that the yield for 230 MeV protons passing through

aluminum (similar for many metals) is only 0.05 per proton, per surface as

compa,red to 18.1 per proton, per cm for gas as discussed earlier. To operate

in this mode requires higher gain electronics with lou'er noise.

The iast concern was the linearity of the SEM device with respect to

changes in the beam current. As u'as seen rvith the gas ionization moni-

tor in the previous section, non-linear behavior is a result of space charge

buildup around the wires. Since the SEM mode of operation is a surface

effect, causes of non-linear monitor response would instead be a result of

changes in efficiency of the foil surfaces. This would be possible if a change

in temperature of the metal foil caused by an increase in beam current in

turn caused a systematic change in the foil surface efficiency. Horvever, no

experimental results or theoretical models have suggested that the secondary

electron efficiency of metals varies significantly u'ith temperature. Secondary

eiectron emission u'as thus the proposed mode of operation for the intensity

profile monitor based primarill' on its improved linearity over a gas operated

monitor.
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2"2 Sptrit Flate Monitor.

For the position control of the beam, split plate foils are used. A foil with

a split down the center, providing a left and right signal plate, is sandwiched

between two high voltage foiis at an applied potential. The split piate moni-

tor provides both horizontal and vertical asymmetry signals to the upstream

aircore steering magnets. These splits define a cross-hair on which the steer-

ing magnets position the beam. The horizontal asymmetry signal is defi-ned

AS

L_R. (26)eL,R: L+R

u,ith a similar vertical asyrnmetry calculated from the up and dorvn plates.

Positioning the beam centroid at the cross-ha,ir reference point of the monitor

is achieved by forcing the vertical and horizontal asymmetries to zero, apply-

ing the appropriate steering signals to the upstream aircore steering magnets.

Note that the above asymmetry value is independent of the beam current'

However if ttre beam current should drop below a preset level, the loop must

automatically be disabied to eliminate response to an undefined asymmetry

signal. The final experimental setup ca,lls for tu,o split plate monitors, both

providing vertical and horizontal asyrnmetry signals to the upstream aircore

steering magnets. Positioning the two split plate monitors along the beam

defines the entire beam axis.

A design consideration for the split plates was the effect of ihe width of

the split betç,een two plates. Even if the servo loop is successful in securing

the position such that a beam of fixed shape does not move from the prede-

fined axis, one must consider the effect of a change in the beam shape. The

only parameter controited by this device is the median of the beam r- where
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J_* I(x)dr : 
J"_*uI(r)dr.

(27)

1(z) represents the beam distribution and the split plate separation is 2ó. If

the beam profiie is symmetric, the beam centroid defined as

f'l rI(r\dx
J-æ \ /

\ ú /- ¡æ fl \
JÏ* t(t)dt (28)

is controlled. If the beam is not s)'mmetric, then this is not the case. Depend-

ing on the degree of skewness, there is an error introduced ',¡'hen assuming

that the beam centroid and beam median coincide. The next step was to

determine the effect of changing the split plate width on the validity of ap-

proximating the beam median for the beam centroid for various degrees of

skerl'ness.

Three possible cases modelling the beam skes'ness were used in an at-

tempt to determine the effect of the split plate separation on the error aris-

ing frorn equating the beam median to the centroid. The first case v'as to

introduce a factor (I + 0r) to a Gaussian proflle, giving

f(r) :1,(1 + þ*)"-o""

where a : 7113, ,. (l half rvidth) : 10 mm.

tion is

__ p
-- 2o

and the meclian of the beam distribution.

mined from the relation

(2e)

The centroid of this distribu-

(30)

as calculated from eq.27, is deter-
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erfc(x* - ó) - erfc(x^ + ó) : (e-"@*-a)' _ 
"-a(r^-6)2) 

. (g1)
/)
lr

ñ

The second case considered was

relative intensities h and displaced

of two Gaussians u'iththe superposition

by a distarrce a.,

I (r) : Io("-"" * he-o("-")2 ¡ (32)

u'ith a centroid of

e:hale+h)

and a median z- that satisfies the equation

erfc(x^-ó) - erfc(r^+ó) : h(erfc(x* +ó - a) - erfc(t^-

(33 )

ó-")).(34)

The third and final case was to assume that the left half and right half of

the beam each had a different width,

I(*) f oe-ot"2

f og-azt2

(0,

>0,

(35 )

(36 )

T

T

rn'here an:!lr7 and 2112¡ : ro*(-)skew. The centroid for case 3 is

,: ]_(ú:l\:ft{*,-,,)
^/r\r.,*t,v\

ooùL

(3i)



â.nd a median that satisfies

Ja2 erfc(r* - 6) : Jat erfc(x^ | 6). (38)

In all of the above cases, the median of the beam Ím rÃ¡as determined from

eqn 27. The intent was to determine what value of ó was sufiÊcient such that

the error in determining the beam centroid from the median was reduced to

a minimum. After varying the parameters through realistic values for the

beam profiles, it was concluded that the actual separation that would mini-

mize the error of associating the beam median to the beam centroid depends

on the method used to model the profile skewness. For case one, by varying

the param eter B from 0 to 0.5, it u'as observed that a value of á : 10 - 12 mm

was best. For case trvo, by varying /¿ and a, the optimum value of ó : 6 - 8

mm. For case 3, there u'as no reasonable value of 6 that would significantly

reduce the error.

Due to the inconclusive results above, the deciding factors for the deter-

mination of á rn'ere taken as the signal to noise ratio of the monitor and the

linearity of the asymmetry signal rvith respect to beam excursions away from

the center of the monitor. For these calculations, again a Gaussian beam of

20 mm full u'idth å *'* assumed. Also required for the signal to noise ratio

calculations $/as the fact that the experiment '¿'i11 be operating at 500 nA of

beam current. A typical rms noise signal for one of the split plate amplifier

channels ranges from ø : 10 pA to 50 pA. Using these values, a determina-

tion of the splii plate asymmetry signal to noise of f for a beam position

shift of 0.1 mm gives the results in table 3. These results shou' that the signal
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Noise

oe

Signal to Noise f
ó: omm I a: z-- | a: +** | a: o*-

10 pA

50 pA

19 XIÙ.U

2.5

12.8

q/l

11.5

2.2

9.5

1.9

Table 3: Signal to noise calculations witl¿ split plate separation pararneter 6.

to noise ratio is best and remains relatively unchanged for small values of

the split plate separation. For the beam position linearity calculations, if the

position asymmetry signal e is calculated from eq. 26 as the beam is moved

across the split plates, the plot in fig. 7 is obtained. This plot shorvs the value

of e for asplit plate separation of ó:0 mrnand á:5 mm. It canbe seen

in the plot that the linearit)' of the asymmetry signal for beam excursions

near the center of the monitor are improved by making ó as small as possible.

Although there is no limit placed on á to reduce the error in equating

the beam centroid to the beam median, both the linearity and the signal to

noise ratio would suggest a value of ó as small as possible. The final sep-

aration of the split plates was therefore chosen by practical considerations

to be 1.0 mm. This kept the split plates close to the optimum for linearit¡'

and signal to noise considerations and allowed the foils to be mounted with

little difficulty. A measurerrent of the actual location and n'idth of the split

bet,ween the plates was not critical, since á11 measurements of beam position

r¡'ill be provided via the monitor position readout, but the split plates v/ere

mounted u'ith consideration to ensure that the split was parallel. If the splits

are misaligned, then beam motion in one orthogonal direction could couple

to the split plates in the second orthogonal direction, producing an apparent

motion of the beam in the second split plate as¡rr¡ttt",ty signal.
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The method of determining ihe fixed axis as defined by the split plates

would entail moving both split plate monitors in order to vary the axis of

the beam through the other parity apparatus. Although the rest of the ap-

paratus is designed cylindrically symmetric, it is necessary to determine the

axis through the apparatus that minimizes the sensitivity to beam position

fluctuations. The split plates are necessary to lock the beam on axis in order

to perform the sensitivity measurements. This "neutral" axis r¡'ill define the

optimum position axis on u'hich to operate the experiment.

2"3 Intensity Frofile Monitor.

The only requirement specified at the beginning of this section regarding

the intensity profile monitor rvas that the monitor be abie to determine the

centroid of the beam to u'ithin f 10 pm in one hour, assuming 500 nA beam

of 20 -- : full '¡'idth. This single requirement irnposed limitations on the

four parameters: electronic noise, electronic pedestal values, error in deter-

mining foil strip locations and the gain caliìrration factors. The foliou'ing

discussion determines the requirements imposed on these pararneters.

In addition to the four sources of random error listed above that con-

tribute to the centroid error, there ma¡'be additional problems due to vari-

ation in the rvidth and surface efficiency of the foil strips. Tirese effects are

included in the determination of the individual channel gain factors. There is

also a problem u'ith using the explicit form of the discrete disiribution. If the

profile of the beam is offset from ihe central channel, an error is introduced.

Falk [26] gives a method to correct for this error by appiying a simple algo-

rithm. Horvever, the centroid value still depends upon the upper and lorver
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Iimits of the calculations (i.e. if the tails of the distribution are removed).

In this case, it might be more advantageous to fit the discrete distribution

u'ith a function and to determine the beam centroid (and other moments of

the beam) from this frt. For the following calculations, the discrete distri-

bution is used to provide restrictions on the physical parameters listed above.

The centroid of the discrete distribution can be determined from the equa-

tion

rvhere r; is the position of the irÀ foil strip, g¿ is the gain factor of the i¿å

strip and 4 is the total current from the strip before electronic amplification.

For this case, the total current reading is the sum of the SEM current pro-

duced b)' the beam I,{, the electronic noise I", and the electronic bias current

(pedestal) -Io,,

I¡:IitI",lIp,. (40)

The total statistical error for the centroid is estimated by

o,,Ðnn"t,'z 
(9:úz)' *'r"(%f)' * o',o

,(ô<t>\'
""\ ô, )'

(3e)

(u;l')' .

Each partial differential in the equation above is solr'ed as,

(41)

ô<r> : I;(r;-<x>)
0g,

Jf

Ð; g;I¿
(42)
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The final equation for the centroid error is

n2- :" <r>
7,,ol,t!(r,- <, >)' , Ð;o?" g?("t- < * >)'

, o|Ð;r?t . o?.Ð;r? , o\,L;*? , oZLiIT
o?,> : (so"n¡r- * tto-"A¡, 

* 
tso"a¡r 

-r 
(b0nÐr'

81";

d1x)

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

ô4,
A1r)

Next, assu.rne that ø¡. , ø¡o- â,rid oi:; are the same for all channels and

that the value of on, depends upon the gain matching algorithm. In fact, it

is possible to match the gains of the central channels much more accurately

than the outer channels, but for the purpose of these calculations, the worst

case where all channel gains are matched to the accuracy attainable for tire

outermost channels \Ãras assumed. For the purpose of estimating d4¡;,, oû€

can set g¿ : !.0 and < r ):0 mm. Finally, since the SEM coefficient for

the aluminum foil is - 5 Yo per proton, per surface, the total SEM current

is 500 x 2 x 0.05 : 50 nA from the tu'o foil surfaces. The equation for the

centroid error then reduces to

A Gaussian of 20 mm full width å ** used to solve for z; and 4. The sums

are over the entire 31 channels of the monitor. Note that the second and
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third terms in eq. 47 involvin 8 D; r? become very large for the contributions

from the outer channels. This simply means that any noise or change in

pedestal that is present on the outer channels significantly contributes to the

centroid error' one then finds f; I? : 80'a nA2, Ð, r? : 2480 mm2 and

Ð;r?t: 1960 mm2 nA2 so that eq. 47 becomes

o?r, :0.8o1mm2 + 7.0o1. mm2 nA-2 -f L.0o2¡o mm2 nA-2 * 0.0341' (48)

Norv, the total contribution must be less than (10 ¡rm)2 for the realistic

values used. The specifications that rvere finally decided upon w€r€ on : f

7.0 To, ore + 1.0 pA, otr: * 1.0 pA a'd a" : !.5.0 ¡.rm. Substituting

into eq. 48 gives

x 10-6 mm2 + 1. x 10-6 mm2 + 8. x 10-7 mm2

(50)

s'hich is below the required * 10 ¡rm.

The resulting specifications for the profile monitor are that gains must be

calibrated to within + 1.0 To,the pedestals determined to within È 1.0 pA,

foil strip positions determined to within * 5.0 ¿rm and the electronic noise

(in one hour) reduced to within + 1.0 pA. This last requirement translates to

1.0 pA x/3600 : 60 pA noise in a one second measurement. These require-

ments complete the set of monitor specifications for the design described in

8.0 x 10-5 mm2 + 1.

8.3 x 10-5 mm2.

9.1 x 10-3 mm

9.1 ¡-rm

(4e)
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the foilorving section.
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S Vforeåton Ðesigm and Cor¿stnu.ctíoru.

The prototype Beam Intensity Profile Monitor was designed in such a way

that an existing monitor could be modified to help reduce cost and construc-

tion time. The first prototype monitor which was tested was a reproduction

of the existing TRIUMF monitor design for 44M4.4 and 4AM4'7, which have

been in operation and had the capability of remotely relocating the position

of the monitor with respect to the beam. The mechanical accuracy of this

monitor proved to be unacceptable for the experiment, and it was decided

that a dedicated monitor u'ould have to be designed specifically as the Beam

Intensity Profile Monitor.

The iatest prototS,pe monitor u,as designed to fit within the standard

TRIUIVIF monitor box. This monitor box is used by a number of monitors

on site ald allorvs ample room for the required motion control mechanisms.

The construction u,as further simplified by acquiring the existing monitor

lAMg wþich \Mas no longer in use and could be modified to provide the re-

quired motion control. Existing on the monitor box was an in/out controller

capable of rotating a monitor ceil in and out of th.e beam. Fig. 8 shou's the

monitor ce1l mounted on a hollorn', vertical shaft where electrical feedthroughs

enter the cell. The cell is a 15 cm x 15 cm x 3 cm box cut from a solid

piece of aLuminum. The monitor cell provided a rigid structure onto rvhich a

positioning clevice was mounted and the aperture of this cell u'as to coincide

with the inner radius of the beam pipe of 87 mm.

Allowances u/ere made such that the monitor could operate in both gas

ionization and secondary electron emission modes. Initial tests were per-

formed using gas ionization, but this mode of operation failed to provide

a linear signal response u'ith respect to beam current as discussed in sec-
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Figure 8: TLIUMF rnonitor lAMg wl¿ich was rnodirted fu contain tlze Beam

Intensity Profi,le M onitor control n'LeclLani,srn.

tion 2.1.1. The secondary electron emission mode proved desirable and u/as

adopted as the final mode of operation. In the follorving sections, the modifi-

cations n-lade to the internal cell for the trvo modes of operation are addressed.

Construction of Flate Pack Assemblies.

The first construction task rn'as to crea,te a plate pack that rvould supply

a frame on u'hich the high voltage planes, split plates, sense n'ires and foil

strips could be mounted. The final plaie pack assembly with both the split

plates and the profile pack is shoq'n in fig. 9. A material frequentiy used for

these support frames is G10, which is a fiberglass board material available

in standard thicknesses frorn $". Frames for the monitor u'ere originally

constructed with $" thick G10, but it was found that these frames deformed

u'hen secured to the monitor. The strong"t *" G10 boards were then used

and held securely r"'ith little deforrnation.
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Figure 9: Assembly of the Split Plate and Foil Strip paclc G10 frames.

The G10 boards are supplied with a layer of copper coating onto which a

prinied circuit board is drawn. The printed circuit board for foil strip planes

is shou'n in fig. 10 and contains pads 0.7 mm in rvidth and 6 mm in length.

The '¿'ire harp planes are very simiiar, but requir'ed a pad at both ends of the

G10 frame to solder the tungsten r¡'ires. Conducting paths of copper were

traced from the pads to soldering flashes. Wire leads then transferred the

current to the electrical feedthroughs and out of the monitor. Marked on the

copper plated boards were centering rnarks for the 87 mm beam aperture and

the four mounting holes, providing reference points for drilling. Other G10

boards for the spì.it plates and high volta,ge planes were also created using

this method.

The printed circuit boards were generated on the Gerber AutoCAD sys-

tem which \Ã¡as operated by the TRIUN4F wire chamber shop. Artu'ork gen-

erated on this system r¡'as saved on an 8 inch double sided, double density

floppy disk wiih a limit of one job per disk. After the artwork was completed,

the computer file \Mas pa,ssed to a Heu'lett Packard 8060 pen plotter. The

pen used \\¡as a 0.7 mm tungsten 63TB plotter pen tip, the dimension of

which must be taken into account u'hen generating the circuit board artwork

to scale. The plotter \{'as instructed to draw the circuit at double size on

a vellum sheet, a semi-transparent paper with a piastic iike texture. The

vellum sheet rn'as then sent off site to a laboratory u'hich reduced the plot to
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Figure 70: Circuit board layottt for the t'oil strips.

scale and produced its negative print on a transpa,rency. The artrvork detail

of the plotter u'as improved J:y enlarging the scale of the plot and then re-

ducing it back to its original scale for the transpa,rency) reducing the plotter

imperfections in the final transparenc¡'.

The next step is to coat the copper plating with a photo-resist material.

Photo-resists were availabie in positive and negative solutions as u'ell as a

negative laminate. The negative solution r¡/as tried but could not reproduce

the deiail of the laminate. The G10 boards were fed through the Kepro BTL-

121 dry film laminator which heated the photo-resist film laminate to 300'C

and applied it to the coppel surface. The transpaxency rvas then placed over

the photo-resist and exposed to a high intensit¡' light such as an arc lamp

with an exposure time of 7 minutes. Care was taken to ensure the printed

side of the transparency u'as against the photo-resist material as this helped

improve the defi.niiion and detail of the artwork. The photo-resist was cur-ed
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b'y exposure to high intensit¡' light and was developed in a sodium carbonate

solution for trvo minutes. Areas of the photo-resist that were protected from

the high intensity light by the negative transparency print u'ere rentoved,

exposing the copper plating. This dry film laminate was very resilient to

damage at this stage and it was found that by using a small paint brush to

brush betrveen pads and tracks, better detail rvas obtained.

The copper plated board, complete with the printed circuit marked on

its surface in photo-resist, was then immersed in a solution of ferric chloride

(FeCl) n'hich etched the copper fi-om the exposed areas of the G10 board.

An1, copper u,irich u,a,s protected by ihe photo-resist rvas left iniact. The etch-

ing process took approximatell'fi.fteen minutes as etching for longer lengths of

time allou'ed the FeCl solution to penetra,te under the photo-resist material,

causing breaks in the electrical traclçs. Once the etching rvlia,s complete, the

G10 board was placed in a potassium h)'droxide stripper solution which re-

moved the remaining photo-resist, leaving the copper print underneath. The

boards were then cut out and holes drilled for the beam aperture, mounting

holes and rvire flashes for lead connectors.

The fi.nal preparation of the G10 circuit boards was the mounting of foils

and wires. The foil used u'as 8.5 ¡;m thick aluminum which rvas easily avaii-

able from local suppliers. \\¡ith a total of ten foils per monitor, the total

material placed in the beam bJ, each monitor u'a,s 85 ¡lm Al. Since then,

another supplier has been located that was able to provide 5 p thick foil,

bui this was acquired too late for the prototype monitor. These thinner foils

wiii be used in ihe final version of the monitor, reducing the total material

per monitor placed in the beam to 50 ¡-rm Ai.

A multiple scattering caLculation can be performed to compare the amount
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. of rnass placed in ihe beam b]' the SE\4 monitor as compared rvith previously

existing gas filled monitors. The Split Plate Ionization Chamber (SPiC) used

for the 800 Me\¡ LAMPF experiment places 865 ¡-rm of aluminum in the beam

(we will neglect the gas). The "rms scattering angle" of particles deflected

by multiple sca,ttering (in radians) is given by the equation [27]

Iogro (51)

u'here p, þ and Z;n" à.rê the momentum, velocity and charge of the incident

particie,'.0 is the thickness of material traversed, and .Lp is the radiation

length of the medium. For 230 MeV protons, p : 696 Me\r/c, 0 : 0.6,

Zin" : 1 and the radiation length for aluminurn is Ln : 89 mm. For the

SEN4 monitor, d,(SEM) : 0.7 mradians u'hile for the SPIC, d,(SPIC) :2.6
mradians. If the monitor is located 2.0 m upstream of the target and a, pencil

beam is assumed incident on the monitor, then the standard deviation of the

beam distribution at the target u'ill increase to 1.4 mm for the SEM monitor

and 5.2 mm for the SPIC. This demonstrates the improvement of the SEM

monitor o\¡er conventional monitors as a lot' mass beam monitoring device.

The high voltage planes u'ere the easiest to mount, using the vacuum foil

stretcher shou'n in fig. 11. This stretcher consisted of an aluminum frame

with a circular vacuum channel. Once the circumference of the foil rvas taped

down to the aluminum fi-ame, purnping on the channel sucked the foil into

the channel and stretched the central region of the foil. Using trvo part epoxy,

the foil u'as then secured to the G10 high voltage planes.

An alternate method mounting each side of the split plate separatel¡r ra'¿,g

required for the signal foils. Supporting the foil on a clean glass plate, the

14.11t'lev f f r

'.: -if t,""|¿r. tt
1

+9 (*))
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Figure 7I: Aluminum t'oil stretcher for hi'glt' uoltage planes'

first split plate u'as cut ri'ith an Exacto blade and a straight edge' B)' lu-

bricating the top foil sur{ace with isopropyl alcohol and using a l{imwipe to

gentl¡' stroke the foil outi¡'ard from the center, wrinkles in the foil as u'ell as

any slack areas rn'ere stretched out. The surface tension of the fl.uid around

the perirneter of tire foil kept the foil tight to the glass n'hile the G10 frame

was }owereci in place. Again, two part epoxy was used to secure the foil.

Repeating this process for the second split plate completed the operation.

The last G10 frames rvhich had to be mounted wele the wire harp/foil

strip frames. The rn'ires used were 12 pm gold piated tungsten wires and the

strips used rvere 0.90 mm rvide, 0.008 mm thick aluminum foil strips. The

channel spacing used was to provide signal readout at a separation of 1.00

mm for the central region. For the foil strips used in the low-gain SEM mode,

it was decided that tu'ent]' one channels covering the central 21 mm of the

monitor rvould provide ample coverage of the proton beam sirot. The next

Section A-A
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Figure 12: The wire po-siti,oni,ng and tensioning deaice.

would be four double channels on either side of the central region. The.se dou-

ble channels would include inforrnation on the tails of the profrle for 8 mm on

either side of the central region. Since the tails of the beam are lorver in in-

tensit¡' than the central channels, the double channels would also be easier to

detect u'ith the electronics. Finallv, the outer remaining regions of the mon-

itor are combined in outer channels. These outer channels, numbers 1 and

31, contain the current from 19 mm to 47 mm from the center of the monitor.

For the mounting of the 72 ¡,Lm tungsten u'ires, a typical u'ire mounting

frame as shown in fig. 12 u'as used to secure the G10 frame. The rvire rn'as

wound at a constant tension of an 80 gram weight around the threaded rods

which have threads at 1.0 mm pitch. These threaded rods can be rotated

allo¡,t'ing for transverse alignrnent of the rvires q'ith the G10 board soldering

pads. Once aligned, the gold plated tungsten wires rn'ere soldered in place
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on the G10

and trimmed. This mounting procedure was capable of positioning the indi-

vidual tungsten wires to * 30 pm o as shown in fig. 13. The plot shou's the

displacement of the wires frorn their optimum position. A displacement of

0 defines a perfectly placed wire. Tire error bars in the plot are the optical

resolution of the projection microscope used to vieu' the u'ires.

The alternaie SEM mode of operation required tirat the gold plated tung-

sten wires be replaced by aluminum foil. strips. The initial problern was to cut

the foil into strips. The solution was provided through a collaboration u'ith

the Los Alamos National Laboratory. By focussing a Yttrium-Aluminum-

Garnet (YAG) laser tuned to the 1.06 ¡lm wavelength with a maximum 400

W output to a 0.1 mm bea,m spot, gaps rn'ere cut to a precision of * 10 ¡-rm.

The 15 cm x 15 cm a,luminum foil u'as mounted in a frame while the pattern
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of single and double strips rÃ¡as programmed into the computer controlied

positioning device of the laser. The cuts from the laser were not continued

to the edge of the foil so that all strips could be mounted as one unit with

the bordering foil trimmed after the strips were mounted. A gas stream was

directed onto the cutting region so that as the laser vaporized the materia,l,

the gas stream removed the vaporized aluminum.

Once the aluminum strips had been cut, they were ready to be mounted.

The major problem with the mounting of the array of strips was that as the

laser cut each individual strip, the aluminum became hot and expanded. Due

to inconsistent heating of the strips b5' 1h" iaser and the pressure from the

gas jet that removes the vaporized aluminum, many strips became stretched

and had to be tensioned more than others. After man)¡ attempts to mount

the array of strips to a G10 board, each n'ith proper tension to keep it from

coming in contact with ihe neighbouring strips, the final technique u'as to

begin by gluing one end of the strips to one side of the frame. The free

end was then pulled tight and taped. Each individual strip was cut free of

the foil, puiied taut by hand and finally glued into place while being vieu'ed

under a microscope. This process was long and tedious but proved to be the

only method that was able to tension each strip effectively.

3"2 Split Flate Fack Motion Control Mechanisrn.

As mentioned in section 2, it was necessary to be able to reiocate the

position of the split plate pack assembl¡' but not the profile pack assembly.

Fig. 14 is the schematic showing the foil strip pack arrangement bolied di-

rectly to tire rear face of the monitor. By viewing the beam proflle on the wire

harps or foil strips, the centroid of the beam was to be determined to rvithin
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Figure 74: Sc|¿ernatic of tl¿e mounting of the foil strip assembly.

* 10 ¡lrn in one hour. The reproducibilit¡' of the motion control mechanisrn

did not have to be to the * 10 ¡rrn level but rn'as to be comparable. Ðven

though the final centroid of the beam was to be determined using the n'ire

harp or foil strip pack, it r¡'as deterrnined that a reproducibility of t 13 pm

was mechanicalll' feasible and that rnany possible position rea,dout devices

were arzLilable.

Fig. 15 shou's a schematic of the split plate motion control mechanism for

the prototype SEN4 monitor. The basic design of the motion control mecha-

nism rvas to place the splii plate pack onto a frame which $/as supported on

two vertical rails. The frames contain brass bushings that allou'ed smooth

vertical motion on the stainless steel rails. The trvo vertical rails were then

mounted on a frame fixed to tn'o horizontal rails. Again, the entire system

slides on brass bushings for the horizontal motion' Finall¡' the horizontal

rails n'ere mounted in the aluminum celi. The ma,ximum travel for both

the vertical and horizontai motion is 10 mm, determined by the travel of ihe
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Lineor polentiometers

Figure 15: Scl¿ematic of tl¿e X-Y motion control of th'e

micromel ers

split plate assembly.

stepping motors and the available space in the ce11. Since the protot)¡pe mon-

itor rn'as used only for testing the various rlodes of operation, the 10 mm of

travei was sufficient. The final version of tire beam intensit¡' profile monitor

will require at least 50 mm of total travel, allos'ing ür.ore extensive testing of

other paritS' beamline apparatus.

The position of t,he controi mechanism is controlled b5' trvo motorized

micrometers, the Oriel DC Encoder Milie Drives model no. 78212. These

motors operate a,t a maximum speed of 12.5 nITI per minute with a total

distance of travel of 72.7 mm. Also available on the motor micrometer is a,n

optical encoder u'hich uses à shutter fixed to the motor shaft. Optical diodes

mounted beside the motor are viewed with phototransistor detectors. The

shutter has ten equall1' spaced apertures which interrupt the optical signal

of the optical diodes ten times each revolution. With the motor micrometer

geared such that one motor revolution equals 1.0 ¡;m of travel, the highest
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resolution attainable frorn the encoder is 0.1 ¡rm relative position. Unfortu-

nately, this position readout proved unable to withstand the radiation flux

experienced in beamline 44. A separate position readout u'as therefore de-

vised.

The most reliable position readout ava.ilable v/as a linear potentiome-

ter. Other options, including the optical encoders, proved inoperable under

the radiation fieÌd of ihe beamline. Even the initial linear potentiometers

proved susceptible to radiation. Testing of the resolution after the moni-

tor u'as removed from the beam revealed that the reproducibility of these

potentiometers had deteriorated. In an attempt to improve the monitor'

readout system, a, second model of linear potentiometer ',r'as tried. This was

the Beckman Instruments Series 400 Linear Actuation Potentiometer rnodel

no. 472-200-R5K-L25. This potentiometer had been used on other TRIUMF

monitors and had pro\¡en its radiation hardness. Although the backlash from

this potentiometer was of tire order of 0.1 mm, approaching from one direc-

tion achieved the position reproducibility of * 13 ¡-rm.

trÐ
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Moniton Ðlects'onics.

The tu'o tasks performed by the Beam Intensity Profile Monitor were to

supply asymmetry signals for the beam position servo loop and record the

profile data used to determine the shape of the beam during the experiment.

The fast feedback servo loop was used for real time corrections to the beam

position through ser\¡o amplifiers and aircore steering magnets. The profile

data u'ere recorded on computer tape, then processed to calculate the beam

centroid (which may vary from the split plate controlled median) and rvidth.

Eventually ihe profile monitor u'ill be used in conjunction with the polariza-

tion profile monitors to deterrnine moments of transverse polarization. Both

of these systems are discussed in the following sections.

4"L Fosition Control Servo Loop Ðlectronics.

Once the split plate pack had been aligned on the desired beam axis,

it was the job of the position control servo loop to prevent lou' frequency

excursions of tire beam centroid from this axis. The electronic signal was

extracted from the split plates using secondary electron emission. The sec-

ondary electron yield from alun:inum is - 5 Trt per proton, per surface; thus,

for a 500 nA beam experiment, the total plate current for one monitor would

be 50 nA. For a 500 nA beam centered on the monitor, the average current

on each split plate u'ould be approximaiely 25 nA. The four split plate signals

(L,R,U,D) make up the tu'o asymmetry signals, vertical and horizontal, for

each monitor.

The four split piate current signais were passed to an operational ampli-

fier which was mounteci in an electronics rack next to the beamiine. The
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Splìt Plote tlectronics (4 chonnels)

Figure 16: Electronic ci,rcuit for tlte L,R,U and D split plate signals. Th.e

OPA 128 is an inexpensiue, Iow noise, Iow input bias operational amplif,er.

proximity of the amplifiers u'as irnperative to minimize noise pickup by the

unamplified split plate current signals. Tire total distance before amplifica-

tion was reduced to 0.5 m of cable. The operational amplifiers operated at a

gain of 25 nA input current to 5 volts output voltage at a bandwidth of 5 kHz.

The electronic circuit can be seen in fig. 16 with four channels per amplifier

unit. Trvo units, one for each monitor, are required for the fi.nal parity viola-

tion experimental setup. Using the Burr-Broi,t'n Operational Arnplifier OPA

128, a trvo stage gain, differential input, low noise, high amplification circuit

rvas achieved. The advantage of ihe differential input was that noise from

ground loops r,r'a.s greatly reduced. Amplified signal outputs rvere also made

with differential connections, reducing the noise pickup of the cable. The

amplified voltage signals travelled through balanced lines from the beamline

to a nearby trailer housing the computer CA\{AC branch. Tire total length

of these differential cables s'as 30 m.

input

output
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The four voltage signals of each intensity monitor entered the trailer and

rvere fed into one of two single width NIM analog divider boxes, one for the

vertical loop and one for the horizontal loop. These devices were designed

and built at TRIUMF using the Analog Devices model no. 4D538 analog

divider chip. The divider module then provided the horizontal or vertical

asymmetry signal as defined in eq. 26. A second output from the analog

dividers \vas a logic signal (TTL). This output signal was set to 5 volts when

the sum of the two split plate currents dropped belorv a preset threshold and

was set to zero under normal operating conditions.

The tu'o voltage output signals from the anaiog dividers were then passed

to the variable gain servo amplifier which had a I fall off of voltage gain with

frequenc¡' (6 db/octave). The high frequency fall off u'as necessary to lieep

the open ioop gain belon' unitl, at the higher frequencies n'here the phase

shift of the loop becomes greater than f and the feedback loop becomes de-

structive. This unit, which rvas typically operated at a gain of 1000, was used

to control the power supplies rvhich drive the steering magnets, minimizing

the position asymmetry signal produced bi' the monitor. Since changes in

beam shape and size can create a change in the loop resporì.se) a variable

gain control was necessary. The variable gain servo ampiifier also contained

an inhibii input rvirich received the TTL level frorn the analog divider. This

disabled the loop until the beam current returned to an acceptable level.

The logic signal r¡'as used to disable the servo loop under conditions when

the beam current r¡'as too lorv to prevent insiabilities in the loop performance.

After the asymmetry voltage signai from the analog dividers had been

amplified in tire ser\¡o loop amplifier, it was then sent bacli to the beamline

area lvhere it was connected to the po\\¡er suppiies of the aircore steering

magnets. These power supplies received the amplified asymmetr¡r slgttul and
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supplied a high current output using the APEX model PA 03 high current

operational amplifier, capable of output currents up to 30 amperes. By ap-

plying a current of 20 amperes to the steering magnets, a total deflection of

0.8 mradians is achieved for the 230 MeV proton beam. If the asymmetry

signal received u'as for a positive displacement, the correction was applied in

the negative direction so as to reduce the resultant asymmetry signal on the

plates.

The strength of the correction applied by ihe steering magnets 'ü/as con-

trolled by the servo loop amplifier. By observing the as5'¡¡¡¡etry signal on an

oscilloscope u,hile increa,sing the gain of the servo amplifier, a reduction in the

position displacement of the beam was observed. As the gain u'as increased

above its optimum value, the loop beca,me unstable, eventually breaking into

oscillation. The optirnum gain setting \Ã/as a compromise betrveen large resid-

ual beam motion at iow gain and instability at high gain. The optirnum gain

setting was typicall¡' ¿5o,r, half of the value that caused oscillations.

The fast feedback servo loop can be impiemented in either a coupled or

decoupled mode. Fig. 17 shorvs the schematic for passing asymmetry signals

to the respective steering supplies. In ploi A), the first split plate (SP1)

asymmetr]' is passed directly to the first aircore steering ma,gnet (ACSMI)

and the second split plate (SP2) asymmetry is passed directlS' to the second

aircore steering magnet (ACSM2). Note that to properly define the beam

axis from SP1 and SP2, no external steering to the beam can be applied after

passing SP1. Since the second aircore steering magnet was located close to

SP1, any steering done at ACS\,I2 would have a negligible effect on SP1, and

the steering corrections perforrned at ACSN42 would not be imposed on the

upstream loop. IJnfortunately, the sa,me is not true on SP2 for corrections

performed at ACSI\'Í 1. If a corlection is applied at ACSIr{1, the beam deflec-
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Figure 77: Scl¿ematic for tl¿e horizontal component of the A) coupled feedback

serao loop, B) the decoupled feedbaclc seruo loop'

tion at SP2 u'ilt be approximatel¡' double the defl.ection at SP1, and ACS\'[2

must then compensate for the correction of ACSM1. Experience from pre-

vious experiments shou's that this mode of operation rn'ill rvork effectively if

boih aircore steering rnagnels are opera,ting within their optimum range of

power.

In an attempt to reduce the effect of one steering magnet trying to correct

for the other, a decoupled mode can be implemented. As shorn'n in piot B) of

fig. 17, use is made of a difference amplifier. The first loop remains as it was

in the previous mode, feeding the SPi asymmetry signal directly to ACSM1'

For the second loop, both the SP1 and SP2 asymmetry signals are passed

to a difference amplifier. A gain adjustment on one of the input channels

allows the relative strengths of the two asymmetry signals to be controlied.

The result is that the correction made b¡' ACSlr42 is reduced depending on
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the correction made by ACSMI. This may seem destructive at first, but it

is important to note that, the "lever arm" effect of ACSM1 on SP2 is twice

as large as that of ACSM2 on SP2. In this mode, the work done by ACSM1

u'ill influence ACSlt42 less, providing two relatively independently operating

servo loops. Regardless of the mode adopted, the frequency response of the

two servo loops should also be kept different since this suppresses the possi-

bility of the two loops being forced into oscillation while trying to correct for

one another. A detailed test of the two operation modes u'ill be performed

once both dedicated monitors are constructed and implemented.

4.2 Frofile Monitor Electronlcs.

The profile information was extracted from wire harps and foil strips.

Each harp contained 31 channels, and the final experimental setup requires

four such harps. Trvo options \l¡ere considered for the 31 channel electronics.

The first was to feed all of the harp currents to a single operational amplifier

by using a Complementary lr{etal Oxide Semi-conductor (CN4OS) srvitch, a

high impedance su'itcir capable of lou' current operation. The benefit of us-

ing this type of electronic setr:p was that the electronic gain for all channeis

u'ould be the same. Gain calibration would still have to be performed to take

into account the variations in surface area from one strip to the other (esti-

mated to be less than 5 %) as well as any differences in the foils' secondary

electron efficiency. Another advantage with ihis setup was that the cost was

extremeiy lon'. Hot'ever, experience with these CN,ÍOS srvitches had revealed

that charge injection during switching would exceed the current expected

from the secondary electron yield of the proton beam. For this reason and

because the cost of the operational amplifier was reasonable, each channel

u'as provided with its orn'n electronics.
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Foìl Strìp f tectronics (31 chonnels)

Figure 18: Electronic circuit for th,e 31 channel wire lt,a'rp or foil strip prearn-

plifi,er case.

The 31 channel preamplifier case contained the entire electronics for a sln-

gle rvire harp or foil strip plane. As u'ith the split plate unamplified signals,

it was important to place the preampiifier a,s close to the monitor as possi-

ble. The distance travelled by the unamplified current signals was reduced

to approximately 0.5 m. The signal circuit used for the prototype monitor

foil strips is shot'n in fig. 18, providing a gain of 1 nA input current to 5

volts output voltage and operating at a bandu'idth of 2.5 Hz. Note that this

bandu'idth translates into an integration time of 0.5 seconds. Although the

requirements u,ere specified for an integration time of 1 second, integration

through the use of electronics does not provide a definite start and end of

the integration. For the prototype monitor tests, the 31 channel preampli-

fier differential output signals \vere passed to a CAlt4AC ADC, the LeCROY

module 2232A. This module wa,s capable of sampling 32 differential input

input

output
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channels sequentially, taking 18 msec for an entire scan. Since the monitor

rn,as loca,ted 30 meters from the CAMAC crate, differential cables u'ere used

for the voltage lines from the preamplifier to the CAMAC module.

The computer used for the prototype monitor tests was a microVAX

which is currently used in conjunction with the TRIUMF Medium Resolu-

tion Spectrometer. By extending the computer branch parallel highway to

the trailer containing the parity electronics, computer control of the data

acquisition modules was a,r¡ailable. The final monitor setup will incorporate

a 32 channel voltage to frequency converter using the Analog Devices model

ADVFC 32 u'hich is capable of operating up to 500 kHz. The LeCROY

ADC module u'ill be replaced by a LeCROY 443+ 32 channel, 24 bit Ernit-

ter Coupled Logic (ECL) scaler capable of counting at 20 I,IHz. This setup

will allon' user control of the integration time of the channel currents. This

is an important feature since the experiment requires an accurate sta,rt and

end to the integration time, not possible with the conventional integrating

ADC for the long (up to one second) integration time required for that device.
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A number of test runs \rere scheduled to test the beam intensity profile

monitor. Since other elements of the parity apparatus were also under con-

struction, a mock setup of the beamline rvas used. For the prototype monitor

tests, the beamline 4A setup $,as assembled with an aircore steering mag-

net, a SElv{ halo monitor, a transverse field ion chamber borrowed from Los

Alamos and finally the beam intensity proflle monitor. The total distance

from the steering magnet to the profile monitor split plates v/as 3.45 meters.

5.1 Wire Harp Operation.

One of the basic operational modes of a beam intensity profile monitol

is to collect the ion pairs created as the beam particles pass through the

detection gas. The fir'si test for the wire harps was performed in a Febru-

ary 1989 test run *'here the current plateau of the monitor rn'as investigated.

The monitor setup used for these runs is shown in fig. 6. A rn'ire spacing of

1.0 mm was used and the gap from the u'ire Ìrarp to high voltage foil n'as set

io 3.0 mm b¡' placing spacers betn'een the Gi0 boards.

With 130 nA beam current, the wire harp signal current for channel 12

was deternined for various applied potentials to tire high voltage foils. Fig. 19

shor,r's the plateau of the monitor for the negative and positive polarities of

the high voltage foil. The upper plot, v'hich is labelled negative, is the result

of collecting eiectrons on the wires. Likeç'ise, the positive poLarity plot refers

to the case ,¿'here positive ions are attracted to the wires. The gas was H2

and tlre pressure of the gas \Ã¡as 80 torr (- llß atm).
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signal current of channel 12. Region I d,esignates recombination, region II
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Each plot can be divided into three regions with both polarities providing

a definite operating plateau of a few hundred volts. As the beam particles

pass through the detection gas creating ion pairs, either the electrons or pos-

itive ions are attracted to the tungsten wires. Region I refers to the range

of high voltage where the ion pairs could recombine before they were com-

pletely collected. Notice that the plateau for the negative applied voltage

was reached much sooneï than for the positive applied voltage. This has to

do rvith the fact that the electrons have a higher mobility in the hydrogen

gas than do the positive ions. When collecting electrons on the wires, they

create a relatively small region of high density ions. Because of their iorver

mobility, the collection of positive ions u'ill create a much larger region of

high densit)' ions. This in turn shields the potential of the wire and enhances

the effect. The result is that a,s protons from the beam continue to generate

ion pairs in this region, there is a greater probability of recombination while

collecting the positive ions on the r¡'ires. Tirus, recombination is reduced

more quickly for the ca,se of negative applied high voltage.

Region II refers to the plateau u'here the current signal from the monitor

is independent of the applied voltage. The rvidth of this plateau is approx-

imately 100 volts for negative applied high voltage and approximately 200

volts for positive high voltage. Tire extended iength of the positive high

voltage plateau is a result of region III. One observes the onset of avalanche

multiplication for the negative applied high voltage and cold electron emis-

sion for the positive applied high voltage. The critical reduced field for the

onset of aralanche multiplication as discussed in section 2.1.1 was 30 xP \¡

cm-l mm Hg-t. Once the reduced field surrounding the wire is larger than

this critical va,lue, electrons accelera,ted in this field have enough energl' to

ionize the H2 gas molecules. Even if this critical field is only one electron pa,th

length deep, the result is that the detected electron current n'ould be doubled.
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uoltage foil.

trajectory of an

For the positive applied high voltage case) electrons are collected on the

high voltage foils. Only a very small number of these electrons encounter the

high field region surrounding the wires. Because of the positive ions' larger

mass, their critical reduced field value for avalanche multiplication is many

tirnes larger. In fact, long before this value is reached, the high fieid on the

surface of the rvire is strong enough to strip electrons from the surface atorns

of the rn'ire and hence, cold emission occurs.

As one can see) there are a number of non iinear effects which lirnit an

ionization t¡,pe intensity profile monitor. In an atiempt to make use of the

linearity of secondary electron emission, the wire harp setup was operated in

a secondary electron mode with a high vacuum. First consider the case where

electrons frorn the high voltage foils are collected on the tungsten rvires. The

electric field around the rn'ire can be approximated from eq. 6 such that

E(*,,y) =
CV"

(52)
2reo (a2 + Ar)tr

where the pararneters have the same values as in eq. 6. Noiice that this is a

* field u'hich results in an elliptical orbit for the electron. In a gas ionization



device, this is not a problem since electrons that are acceierated towards the

wires can also collide with the other gas molecules in the sense region. The

electrons lose energ¡' in these collisions and eventuaily fall onto the collec-

tion wire, In a vacuum, the electrons cannot lose angular momentum and

as a result, they orbit the wires. A simple program that used the analytic

expression for the electric field generated the trajectory of an electron in a

vacuum, leaving the aiuminum foil with only a few electron volts, as shown

in fig. 20. Points on the trajectory are spaced by 10 ps. The electron is

seen to travel a number of wires before it is eventually collected, far from its

point of origin. The result rvould be a smearing of the profile over the entire

monitor. To verify these results, the monitor rÃ/as placed under a turbo pump

\¡acuum of 10-6 torr and a profile u'as taken during a June 1989 test run at

a beam current of 270 nA. This spectrum r¡'as taken with only 16 channel

preamplifiers available , thus only the central 16 channels are shown in Êg. 21.

Another test for the wire harp rn'as an attempt to eliminate the .smear-

ing effect of the electrons. The proposed rnethod was to weave 8 p- thick

kapton foil betu'een the u'ires. Tire assumption was that the insulator would

accumulate charge and repel the eiectrons. The electrons would charge the

insulator until repulsion u'as great enough to deflect the electrons into the

rvires. Fig. 22 shon's the posiiioning of the kapton foil in the wire harp and

the observed distribution. The monitor rÃ¡as operating under a turbo pump

vacuum of 10-6 torr and seconclarl electrons'rnere coliected on the rvires.

Unfortunately, the run \\¡as not recorded on computer tape and the vertical

current scale is not knou'n. The profile distribution alternates in intensity

from odd and even channel numbers. Although this effect has not been stud-

ied in great detail, the effect \Ã¡as a,ssumed to result from the fact that the

kapton divides the rvires such that ever')'other wire s'as facing either the up-

stream or dou,nstrearn face of a high voltage foil. It is well knor'r'n [28] that
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the upstream and dorvnstream faces of a foil will have different secondary

electron yields. The difficulty in extracting the true profile from this method

of operation had rendered this option useless.

The final test for the tungsten wire setup was to reverse the polarity of the

monitor while under a hard vacuum and observe the emission of secondary

electrons from the tungsten'*'ires. Again, the previous monitor parameters

were used and the results can be seen in fig. 23. This test was also performed

with only 16 preamplifier channels; therefore, only the central 16 channels

are sirorvn. Note that the maximum channel signal was only about 60 pA, a

very small detector signal that u'ould drastically reduce the signal to noise

ratio. Tiris method also proved unacceptable.

5.2 Split Flate and Foil Strip Operation.

When operating the monitor in secondary electron emission mode, the

value of the applied voltage becomes less critical. The only criterion for the

maximum high voltage u'ould be breakdo\vn or the onset of detectable leak-

a,ge currents. An applied high voltage of 300 volts was used for the prototype

monitor in this mode. It n'as necessary that operation of the monitor in the

secondary electron emission mode be conducted in a vacuum. A calculation

of the current contribution of ion pairs in the detection gas has been made

in section 2.7.I. Results u'ere that the 230 MeV protons wiil produce 18.1

ion pairs per proton, per centimeter of. H2 gas at atmospheric pressure. At

1 torr, this reduces to 0.02 which is comparable to the secondary electron

yield of 0.045 per proton, per surface of aluminum foil. The gas pressure

shouid be kept n'ell belorv the mtorr region to ensure the charge collected is

only secondary eleciron current. The pressure in the monitor box volume
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was monitored n'ith a remote vacuum gauge to ensure ihat tire gas pres-

sure remained beiou' the critical value. \4lhat happens if the pressure rises

above the critical vaiue? The first reaction might be to return the pressure

to the optimum value and continue the monitor operation, but a tempora'ry

increase in the pressure has proved disastrous to future monitor performance.

Operation of the rnonitor in a number of separate test runs has led to

a detectable change in the surface efficiency of the aluminum foil. Possible

causes of this effect can be classified into two basic categories. The first is

a change in the structure of the aluminum surface and the second is the

deposit of ion contaminants on the foil. Since the SE\¡I process is a surface

effect, increasing the surface area of the aluminum foil increases the yield of

secondary el.ectrons. If so desired, this can be achieved by spr-rttering or even

etching of the aluminurn to create a,n irregular foil surface.

The effect of depositing dielectric material on the surface of aluminum

foil u'as studied by Chehab et al [29]. By depositing CsI onto an aluminum

foil, secondar5' sls.¡ton yields for a2-o lr4e\I electron have been observed ciose

to 4.0 r'hich is an increase by a factor of 10 over ajuminum oxide. It is also

u'ell knos'n that pol¡'¿1otr.'c organic gas in the detection region results iu a

buildup of liquid or soiid pol¡'¡lsr. on foil surfaces [22]. The process is knou'n

as polymerization and is obserrable for beam fluxes above 107 to 108 particles

sec-I cn-2. The bean particles generate radicals rvhich can recombine to

form smaller molecules (dissociation) or iarger molecules (poly-"tlration).

This is the basis of "quenching", a process used in proportional counters to

modify the high gain operation stabilit¡' of the detector gas by adding small

amounts of polyatomic molecules. The radicals may polymerize into larger

molecules n'hich a.re then deposited on the anode or cathode surfaces of the

monitor, depending on their affi.nitr'. The result is a thin fihn of polymers on
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the aluminum foil which alters the secondary electron yield.

The largest change in SEM efficiency u'as detected for areas of the moni-

tor operating in the most intense beam. The outer protons of the sense region

were less affected. This non-uniform increase in SEM yield was observed with

the vacuum operation of the prototype monitor. The frrst obserr¡ation of the

change in SEN4 efficiency rvas made during a gain calibration run. The run

is discussed in greater detaii in section 6, but the essential feature is that the

beam was positioned in three different locations along the horizontal with a

shift applied to the beam centroid of approximately 1.0 mm. By averaging a

number of events, the three profiles taken should be expected to average out

any changes in the intensit¡' of the beam. Horn'ever, the profile located at the

center of the monitor shoq'ed a systcmatic increase of total beam current of

about 1 %. This position dependence \vas also observed for the halo monitor,

the second SE\4 device in the protot¡'pe beamline setup. Tire beam position

at this monitor was moved by approximatell' 10 mm, and the total'change

in efficienc]¡ u,as observed to be about I0 %.

A second obsen'ation was more direct in deterrnining the change of effi-

ciency of the contaminated foil. For diagnostic purposes) a solid A1 foil u'as

inserted after the arrat¡ of foil strips. This normalization foil n,as to detect the

entire beam current incident on the prototype beam intensity profile moni-

tor. Since this foil s'as irnmediately dou'nstream of the array of aluminum

foil strips, the current of the tu'o should be comparable. Note that since the

strips contain gaps of about I0 % of their width, the integrated beam cur-

rent over the strips should be - 90 To of.the normalization foil. The current

on the foil strips (rvhich had been in the beam for a number of test runs)

\\¡as compared to that of a neu'ly instalied normalization foil (of identical

stock material) for a test run performed in June 1990, and found to be equal



to within 1 %. After the normalization foil had been left in the beam for

tr,r,o days, a second comparison revealed the 10 % difference expected' The

tç,o days of beam exposure had led to an increase in the foil efficieûcy as

experienced with the halo monitor as mentioned above. Longer exposure of

the normalization foil failed to produce any further changes in the efficiency.

Many of the test runs have resulted in extended operation under non-ideal

vacuum conditions, the result of numerous turbo pump failures in which the

pressure in the monitor rose to the roughing pump backing pressure. This

level was found to be 10-50 mtorr, high. enough to permit polymer contam-

ination of the foils. The final beam intensity monitor must be kept clean

for the duration of the parit¡' violation experiment. Tiris will require an op-

erating pressure of at most 10-6 torr in the monitor and separation of the

monitor vacuum from the beamiine \¡acuum.

5.2.L Split Plate Performance.

The final parity violation experimental setup requires tu'o split plate mon-

itors separated b¡' at least 2 rneters. As noted previously, the steering mag-

nets are based on the aircore design and the option is arraiiable to replace

these aircore steering magnets rvith ferrite core magnets. The use of tu'o split

plates defines the beam position at two loca,tions, and the x-y motion controi

of the split plates allows tire positioning of the beam axis as defined by the

monitors. This feature provides a means of testing the position sensitivity

of other experimental apparatus as well as being able to locate the optimum

axis for the experiment. The positioning accuracy of the split plate control

mechanism was determined by placing the monitor in a support frame. A

reference mark was placed on the split plate pack. At three meters from the

support frame was an optical telescope which r,va,s focuseci on the reference
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point. B¡' ¡¡6f ing the split plates a predetermined distance and referring

to the readout system, the caiibration of the motion control mechanism rn'as

determined. The motion control mechanism was moved off to one side, then

returned to the original position and the potentiometer readout was recorded.

The variation in the linear potentiometer readout for a number of trials rvas

of the order of t 13 pm. This value was of the order of the resolution of the

optical bench setup, so the true accurac]¡ of the split plate control mechanism

should be better than the observed t 13 ¡;m.

The final test for the split plate operation was of the servo loop perfor-

mance b5' passing the split plate asl,rnmetry signal to a Fast Fourier Trans-

form analyzer. Since the split plate asymmetry signal was to be used as a

measure of bearn displacement, it u'as necessary to determine its calibration.

Note that this calibration depends on the beam spot size and must be deter-

mined for eacir beam profile. B¡' moving the split plates across the beam and

determining the position and asymmetry signal, a plot of split plate asym-

metry versus position u'as created and is shown in fig. 24. The slope of this

plot at the beam center gave a calibration of 1 mV to 1.84 pm.

slope = 1.84 Y/mm
= 1.84 mY / p.m
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With the above calibration, the asymmetry signal transmitted to the FFT

ana,lyzer rvas interpreted as a position displacement. Fig. 25 shows the asym-

metr¡' signal converted to beam position displacement for the servo loop on

and off. The Fourier transform is shown in the lou'er plot in fig. 25. The

reduction of beam dispiacement when the loop is on was a factor of approxi-

mately 100. The bandwidth of the analyzer was set to 10 Hz for these piots.

From the figure, it is seen that the beam fluctuates by ,rp to 100 ¡-rm but by

employing the loop, the beam displacement is reduced to less than 5 ¡;m.

To observe the servo loop performance on a shorter time scale, the band-

widilr of the FFT u'a.s set to 200 Hz. A second time sweep is shorn'n in the

upper plot of fig. 26. The increased bandin'idth shorvs a much less controlled

beam posiiion. The lot'er plot of the figure again displaS's the Fourier trans-

form of the beam displacement. In this figure, the higher frequency fall off

of the servo loop electronics is evident. As the beam position fluctuates at

higher frequencies, the servo loop becomes less effective. As the frequency

of the fluctuations reaches that of the limiting response for the servo loop,

the loop becomes destructive, thus the reason for the high frequenc)¡ falloff

of the servo loop electronics.

As a final note, it n'as observed that the split plate signal \\,as very sus-

ceptible to vibrations of the monitor. This is expected, since the split plate

monitor is also a parallel plate capacitor. During bench tests of the moni-

tor, vibrations u'ere shou'n to cause a capacitive coupling betn'een the high

voltage foils and the split piates. This problem \{¡as also observed on the foil

strips rvhich a,re discussed in the following section. In order to reduce the

vibrational coupling, the split plate pack as well as the foil strip pack were

mounted on their supports rvith rubber grommets. Tiris mounting scheme

holds the plate packs in place rvhile eliminating the hard mechanical con-
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nection to the monitor box. A second step towards reducing this effect was

taken when it rnas observed that most of the vibration u'as coming from the

turbo pump vacuum station. By connecting the vacuum flanges via a flex-

ible hose, the vibrations passed to the monitor were substantially reduced.

Unfortunately, this flexible \¡acuum hose caused vacuum leaks and could not

be usecl for pressures less than 10-6 torr. Once any vacuurn leaks were lo-

cated. ancl the outgassing complete, the vacuum system would pump dor¡'n

to a reasonable level for operation. One possible solution is the use of an ion

pump which does not vibrate and can still achieve a vacuum below 10-6 torr.

5.2.2 Foil Strip Performance.

The initial tests of electronic noise present on the foil strip array \Ã¡ere

determined rvithout anSr þ"u-. \4¡ith the 32 channel preamplifi'er box lo-

cated in the electronics trailer, the 32 unarnplified signals travelled 100 feet

along coaxial cables to the preamplifi.ers. Once the signals were amplified,

they were passed to the 32 channel ADC and read out by computer. Fig' 27

plot A shoq,s a histogram of foil sirip channel 6 current with no beam. The

eiectronic noise of this channel rvas 3 pA ("). The 32 channel preamplifiers

u,ere then placed in the beam tunnel as close to the monitor feedthroughs

as possible. The unamplified cable runs v/ere thus shortened to 0.5 m. The

amplifred channel currents were then passed to the trailer. Fig. 27 also shows

plot B, a histogram of foil strip channel 6 current under the same conditions

but q,ith the 32 channel preamplifiers located in the 4A beam tunnel. The

reduction in noise is dramatic, being reduced to two ADC channels. In these

plots using the 12 bit resolution ADC readout, one ADC step corresponds

to 712048 nA or 0.488 pA.
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The above value for ihe noise of the preamplifier channels was consistent

for all channeis with the exception of the outer channels. The active region

corresponding to these outer channels ranges from the end of the double strips

at 19 mm to 43 mm from the center of the monitor. Because these outer

strips have such a relativel¡' Iarge sense region, any residuai vibrations in the

monitor have greater capacitative coupling to these than to the narrou'strips.

Once tire noise of the 31 pr-eamplifier channels had been reduced to a suit-

able level, the pedestal values of the preamplifiers were determined. Fig. 28

shorvs the 3i preamplifier cÌrannei pedestals taken during the December 1989

test run. The bandn'idth of the electronics was set to 2.5 Hz, u'hich operates

as a, 0.5 second time integration. A totai of 1800 events, taken over 30 min-

utes, n'ere recorded. Recall that the design specifications require that the

pedestal values be knon'n to È 1 pA. Determination of the pedestal values

can be ma,de to i 0.1 pA i:y performing a beam off data taking run for the

appropriate length of time. Bench tests of the Detronics 41 pin electronic

feedthrough used in the prototype beam intensity monitor also shorved that

the pedestals were greatl¡' influenced by contaminants on this connector.

Cleaning the insulator that separates the pins decreased the pedestals belorv

* 1.5 pA.

To determine the time evolution of these pedestal values, a single beam

off run was taken for 2.5 hours. The events were then divided into 5 sepa-

rate, sequential runs of 30 minutes. In fr.g.29, the evolution of the pedestal

values of the 31 preamplifier channels is displayed. Each channel number

on the plot contains the pedestal value from each of the 5 sequential runs.

The first pedestal value is plotted at the channel number, but subsequent

pedestal values are offset. For example, channel number 10 reads about 0.5

pA pedestal for the firsi run, plotted at channel number 10.0. The pedestal
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each, channel nurnber are 5 sequential 30 rninute runs.

value for the second 30 minute run is plotted at 10.1, the third at 10.2 and

so on. The unchanging values for channel 10 reveal a relativel)' constant

pedestal value for the 2.5 hour time duration. Channel 1 shor'r's an initial

pedestai value of +0.4 pA. By the final 30 minute run, the pedestai has de-

creased to -0.6 pA. It appears that the outer channels underwent some sort

of electrical discharge, but these "guard" channels are not used for any of

the beam rnornent calculations. The pedestal values are not fluctuating b¡'

any si*tri6cant amount and can therefore be neglected. The experiment u'ill

stiì.I require pedestal runs to ensure that pedestal values remain negligible.

The beamline setup for the prototype beam intensity profile monitor tests

included an aircore steering rnagnet, a halo monitor, a transverse field ion-

ization cÌramber and finaliy the profile monitor itseif. Beam currents used
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for the test runs rvere anyrvhere from 100 to 500 nA' and the beam spot u'as

tuned from 5 to 15 mm in diameter. Fig. 30 sho*'s a typicaL beam profile

taken v'ith foil strips in a February 1989 run u'ith 120 nA beam current.

Note that the central 21 channels are single rvidth'strips in'hile the channels

2,3,,4,5 and.27 ,28,29,30 are all double widih strips. For the display of a beam

profile, the double width chamels have been extended over tu'o st,rip widihs

and the horizontai scale has been converted to millimeters, centered on the

central strip.

By histogramming the events for a single channel, an estimate of beam

current fluctuations can be made. The left plot in fig. 31 displays the current

detected from charurel number 16. The beam noise for this plot is 20 pA

(ø). This is a result of iream shape changes, position fiuctua'uions and beam
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intensity variations. This number can. be reduced if the beam intensity vari-

ations are compensated for. After normalizing each profrle event, the right

plot in fig. 31 revea,ls the beam noise corrected for intensit)' fluctuations as

7 pA (o). This resuli n'ill be used later in section 6.

In an atternpt to demonstrate the abiiity of the monitor to detect beam

centroid shifts of the order of 10 pm after one hour of data taking, a run \Mas

performed in u'hich the aircore steering magnets stepped the beam betu'een

trvo locations. By scaling the steering magnet current from that required to

produce a 1 mm displacement, a shift of 10 pm \Mas applied to the beam.

The calibration for tire horizontal split plates performed identically to the

vertical split plates) was determined to be 2.55 m\r lpm. Using a square

rvave generator, a false as¡'mmetry signal of 25.5 ¡r\i peaii to peaii was fed to
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the position servo loop. The two resultant profiles would then be expected

to have a centroid shift of 10 pm. Three runs were performed to determine if

the 10 ¡;m shift was obserr,able. These tests were performed with the chan-

nel gains not corrected. The test, runs were 30 minutes in duration. The

resulting average shift that was observed was 9.7 ¡.tm. The consistency in

measurements of I 2 pm s'as better than the accuracy that was measured

(+ 3 ¡rm) by recording profiles u'hen no steering signal is applied. Note that

pausing one second betu'een centroid shifts rn'ill average out any beam posi-

tion fluctuations greater or smaller than one second, but u'ill enhance any

fluctuations of the order of one second. Thus the inconsistency of the tu'o

results.

5"2.3 Observed Effects of ó-rays.

One unusual effect that has been observed for the outer channels is the

appearance of negative currents as shou'n in fig. 32. Although the two out-

ermost strips are not used for the deterrnination of the beam distribution

centroid and lvidth, this effect could influence the signal of the other strips,

providing a distorted beam distribution.

The source of this effeci u'as traced to the collection of electrons. In

the secondar5, sl..,t.n mode, emitted electrons from the strips produces the

beam profile and an5' negative signal on the signal strips u'ould either suggest

a collection of negative charges or an emission of positive charges. The large

negative signals detected for the outer strips (of the order of pA's) cannot

be explained by the emission of positive charges from the foil. The only al-

ternative u'oulcl be the coilection of the negative charged electrons. Recall

eq. 22 thai describes the high energy electrons rvhich are emitted from the
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aluminum foil as a result of elastic collisions with the

determine the range of these á-ra¡'s in aluminurn [27),

incident protons. To

R : 0.472 T! g c.r¡.-z (53)

where n : I.265 - 0.0954 In(T") for 0.01 < T" < 3 MeV' By inserting the

appropriate values and using an aluminum density of P*.¿ : 2.70 I cm-3,

the range for the maximum energy ó-ray is found to be 0.67 mm! This is the

equivalent of 80 foils. A significa,nt number of these 6-rays produced from

the upstream foiis could greatlf influence the readout of the monitor.

A computer code was gcnerated to simulate the emission of the high en-

ergy electrons (ó-ravs) frorn upstream foils. An electron rvas follorved from its

point of origin to see if it could escape from the foil in which it r¡'as produced.

Escaping eiectrons u'ere tracked to the foii strips. Once an electron reaches

a foil strip, tu'o results are possible. If it h¿rs enough energy to pass through

the foil strip, it 'ri'ili emit other secondarS' electrons from both surfaces of

the str.ip [30]. If it does not have enough. energy to escape the foil strip, it

will stop. The criterion that must be met, for this second case to provide a

positive current on that particular foil strip is that ihe yield of secondary

electrons from the surfa,ce of the foil must be less than one. This means that,

on average, for ea,cir electron collected by the strip, less than one secondary

electron is emitted from that foil strip.

A Gaussian beam profile of rvidth 14 mm full u'idth 1 was assumed in-

cident on the upstream high voltage foii. The predicted contribution of ihe

high energy electrons to the final beam profile is shoq'n in the upper plot of

fig. 33. Notice that at the central strips, there is an increase in signal current
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while the outer strips do indeed display a negative signal. It was seen in

eq. 22 that at larger angles, the electrons produced in the elastic collisions

have much iess energy. The electrons of higher energy, able to penetrate t,he

foil and generate more secondary electrons would be expected to travel along

the beam axis, thereby increasing the signal current on the central strips.

The lou'er energy electrons are emitted at larger angles, thereby striking the

outer foil strips. These electrons are most likely to be collected in the foil

strips. It should be noted thai one major assumption made by this model is

that as the electron ioses energ)¡ in the aluminum, its trajectory remains a

straight line. This assumption may be valid for electrons above several keV

but is not valid a,t lou' energy. If u'e limit ourselves to á-rays above 10 ke\/,

the energl'required to traverse 1.0 ¡;m of aluminum, this assumption should

be reasonable for a first order approximation.

Calculations performed for a foil located upstream of the high voltage

foil, shown in the lon'er plot of fig. 33, revealed that the effect s'as lejss dra-

matic than for the foii immediately upstream of the foil strips. By summing

together the beam profile expected b¡' the incident profile as u'ell as the con-

tribution due to the 6-rays, a final profi-le \\¡as generated as shos'n in fig. 34.

The predictecl negative signal gulrents are onl¡' about half the observed ef-

fect, but the agreernent is reasonable given the approximations of the model.

5.2.4 ldentical Frofiles.

The gain caiibration algorithm discussed in the following section is based

on the principle that if the actual beam profile is measured at tu'o locations

on the monitor, the tn'o measured profiles should be identical. The problem

is that during the data taking, the actual beam shape and position are not
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constant and cannoi be independently controlled. This technique can still be

used if the variations in beam shape and position are of a much longer time

scale than the data runs. Short integration times for the electronics heips to

cancel slow drifts in the actual beam parameters. Regardless of the length

of the integration time, the data taking will still couple to the frequency of

beam position fluctuations that correspond to the beam shift frequency (ie.

the rate at u'hich the beam is stepped from one position to the next). For

example, consider t,he case u'here the beam is left in a fixed location for one

second, then shifted to a nerv location for another second. If this process is

repeated sequentiallSr, then any bearl position fluctuations that occur at the

7 Hz rate u'ill correspond to differences in the trvo final measured beam pro-

files. An¡' beam fluctuation that occur at other frequencies will be averaged

out. If the process is repeated randomh', such that the beam has a, 50 %

chance of being found in either of the tu'o locations, then even the beam

fluctuations at the 1 Hz level rvill average out. With the electronic setup

as previously descrilted for the profiie monitor, the shortest possible event

would correspond to one second integration time.

To determine an¡' differences in producing tr,r'o identical profiles, a data

run \\¡as recorded ri'ith the beam in a fixed position. Tire length of this run

\Ã/as one hour (i.e. 3600 events). The first step rn'as to produce trn'o profiles

b¡' averaging ihe first half irour, i.e. event numbers 0 to 1800, as profile A

and the second half hour, i.e. event numbers 1801 to 3600, as profile B. The

beam profile is shou'il in the top plot of fig. 35 u'hile the differences in the two

resulting profiles is shorvn in the middle plot of fig. 35. This corresponds to a

change in beam centroid of 24 pn and a change in full width r of 58 ¡;m. The

second step u'as to create the trl'o profiles by alternating the events for each

profile such that all even numbered events are averaged into profile A and all

odd numbered events are a\¡eraged into profiie B. The resulting difference in
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the tt'o profrles is a 2¡-rm change in beam centroid and no detectable change

in the full rn'idtli t. Three other runs were processed. in a similar manner

verifying these results. It was clear from these results that identical profiles

should be generated for the gain calibration routine through the alternating

technique, i.e. locating the beam in position A for only one event, then relo-

cating the beam position to location B for one event and repeating the cJ,cle

until the required statistical accuracy has been reached. Note that there is

also a possibility of randomizing the profile location to reduce the error even

further.
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& Gaån Calibnation"

Before taking data in the parity violation experiment, there remains the

task of matching each set of preamplifier channel gains for the profile data

acquisition. Tiris gain calibration, as stated in section 2, must be performed

to within + 1.0 To per channel. The gain factor would take into account

the electronic gain of each operational amplifier circuit and any variations in

surface efrciency, surface area or position of the aluminum foil strips. The

algorithm only has to match the relative gains of the channels for each harp.

It does not have to be concerned with the absolute normalization between all

four of the foil strip planes. The latter can be accomplished b¡, norma-lizing

the current ot'er the entire strip array u'ith the beam current signal of the

transverse field ionization chambers.

6.1 Two Frofile Algorithm

The sirnplest method for gain calibration is to make use of identical bearn

intensity profiles by positioning the beam at tu'o accurately determined Io-

cations. The beam can be locked on the split foils to keep the beam stal¡le

during data taking and the position readouts of the sptit foil pack for the tu,o

locations will give the shift of the beam profile. The gain factors can then

be determined in software by requiring the two profiles to be identicai with

the exception of the knou'n centroid shift. Analyticalll,, the current sig¡als

for the ità channel of the 2 distinct profi.les are given by:

ri:
4:

g,Io¿-@'+E)'/'3

g,Ioe-@;-*)'/'7

(54)

(55)
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where g;(- 1.0) is the unknorvn gain of the ith channel, u o is the I tratt rvidth

of the beam profile, /, is the normalization factor and áo is the total centroid

shift from one profrle to the other. The gain calibration algorithm introduces

a shift of ó (: -ó") to the second profile. Any differences in the two profiles

will be a result of gain errors and can be corrected by applying the gain

correction factors G; such that

G;Ii : G,+uI!+0. (56)

When the gain correction factors G; (: *) "t" applied to the observed foil

strip curreni readings, the corrected current distribution is exactl)' equal to

the true beam intensity distribution and is independent of the position of the

beam at the monitor. The accura,c¡' to rvhich the gain correction factors G;

must be determined from the algorithm is obtained as follows. For mathe-

matical simplicity the shift á is chosen to be an integer number of channels.

The gain of chamel i * ó is:

ui+,t -
g¿G; 

"-(";+6"/2)2/x2o (57)n,,, ¿ -(r;*6-6"f2)2 / r2o

The propagation of errors gives

o,c,ro: "r,(T;)' * ", (+f)' (58)

No$',

0G;+s

ôG¿

0G;+s

a6

: 9; 
"-(r;+?), 

/rZ eþ;+6- ?), /rr"
9;+s
n.(J.)(-. r,.\ - Ôc\

: 9itri L\Li -T u. - - ) 

"-@;+!)2/rZeG;+6-?)r/"29;+a r!

(5e )

(60)
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_2Unu;+ó _
G?*u -

n2^-fr + +"3
Lri

(rt+6-6.12)'
r! (61)

Hence;

)¡o'c,*o _o"c, , ^_z(r;+6"12)2ft2 f\2 t '" öcí+a Gí r! (62)

n'here 6 : -6o. Starting from the central charurel i : 0 where the gain is

most accuratelS' determined, the error on neighbouring channels increases

parabolically u'ith distance from the center of the monitor as seen in eq. 62.

This can be rearranged to give the total fractional error on the irÀ strip as

2o2un

x1o
(63 )

wlrere ,r: i. The readout systern for the split plates is designed for a re-

producibility of t 13 pm which leads to an error in the beam shift of t 1E

¡;m. From eq. 63, for the outer single u'idth strips (i : 10), an uncertainty

of o6: 15 ¿rm for a ó : 1 mm beam shift (n :10 mm-l) of an ïo : 10 mnl

lralf width 1 beam spot would translate into a gain error of 0.g %. The same

calculation for a ó : 10 mm beam shift (n : 1 mm-l) gi'es a fractional gain

error of only 0.3 %. A shift that will determine the gains to belou, + 0.5 %

for this t*'o step algorithm is a sirift of the order of 10 mm. The reason to

keep the gain error below 0.5 % rather than the + 1.0 % mentioned earlier

is that there are other systematic errors that need to be considered.

oL

G?
*(,- Ð,.Tl)(2n - I)

J

n-I
l(
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6.2 T.hnee Profile IVlethod.

As stated above, the two proÊle method does require a profile shift of the

order of 10 mm, u'hich was far too large for the aircore steering magnets in

the beamline configuration used. It was thus necessary to use the last bend-

ing magnet in the beamline and generate the profiles consecutively. Horvever,

the assumption must be made thai the profiles do not change shape betrn'een

the tu'o measurements. This condition could not be met in the test data, so

the two profile method was abandoned.

An alternate method relies on three identical beam intensitl' profiles

shifted b)' smaller ampiitudes than required for the tu'o step procedure. The

aircore steering magnets of the fast feedback system can be controlled to steer

the beam t 1 mm from a central position to produce three profiles. Tire es-

sential feature of this calibration proced.ure is that the position shift bets,een

neighbouring profiies is identical. The trvo step gain calibration is performed

on the tu,o sets of neighbouring profiles independently. By demanding con-

sistency of the trvo independent calibrations, the gains of the preamplifier

channels ca,n be determined to sufficient accurac¡, 1t;¡hont knou'ing the ab-

solute value of tire beam profile shift.

The three step algoritirm was to provide a gain calibration technique

wirich would require as little manipulation of beamline components as pos-

sible. The a,dvantage of this method is that a 1 mm beam shift can easily be

accommodated b1' the aircore steering magnets. B)' connecting ihe voltage

output of a computer controlled digital to analog converter (DAC) to the

aircore steering magnet power supplies, the beam centroid can be contin-

uously scanned through the three profile locations. Now recalt that r,vhen

the servo loop is on, it u'ill try to position the beam median on the split
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plate reference point. In this case, the DAC output signal was added to the

asymmetry signal. For the gain calibration, the loop no longer positioned the

beam at the center of the monitor to zero the asymmetry signal, but instead

tried to position the beam at a point where the asymmetry signal canceled

the corresponding DAC output. The beam was then positioned at the three

locations on the monitor while the servo loop was still operational. The quick

response of the DAC allowed for compensation of beam fluctuations, since if

there was any sort of change in the beam shape, then continuously scanning

through the various beam positions should average out these differences as

shorvn in section 5.2.4. Using the ts'o step algorithm with a profile shift of

10 mm required the control of a beamline bending magnet u'hich may not be

stepped rapidly. If the beam should change its shape during the profile data

taking, the resulting difference in the tno beam profiles n'ould be incorrectly

assumed to be a result of gain varia,tions from channel to channel. As shorvn

in the monitor performance section, the reduction of beam shape variations

for the quick response DAC setup can be tu'o orders of magnitude.

6.2.I Gain Calibration Frogram.

The gain calibration program used to match the central twenty one sin-

gle strip channels is shown in the appendix. The program input required

the channel number, the three profile current values and the correspond-

ing current variance extracted from the histogram of current events on each

charmel. The first step of the program \Ã¡as to select profrles A and B and

then calculate the centroid shifi between the tn'o.

To sa¡' "calculate the centroid shift" may be misleading since the true

centroici must -be 
determined by the use of the entire profile including the
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taiis of the beam. Since the tails of the beam profi-le extend outside of the

trventy one single channeLs, the shift of the centroid was calculated indirectly.

Use is made of the spline routine FLATC.FOR [31], fitting a continuous func-

tion for the tu'o profrles. The advantage of FLATC.FOR is that it has the

ability to smooth the fitting function. Note that a spline function does not

assume any type of distribution and is a model independent interpolation.

Starting from ihe center channei and interpolating out six channel widths

from the center, the centroid value Ð";Iiis determined where ø; is the lo-

cation of 1,f, the interpolated current. The centroid is then recalculated, but

instead of beginning at the center channel, the calculation begins at the cur-

rentlS' calculated centroid value. Again interpolating out six channei widths

from the centroid value, Dr;Iiis recaiculated. This process is repeated until

the centroid value for profile A, 'EPSA', and for profile B, 'EPSB', changes

Iess than the centroid tolerance CENTOLL. Notice that the final results for

EPSA and EPSB are not necessariiy the true centroids for profiles A and

B, but assuming that proflles A and B are identical, the difference betrveen

EPSA and EPSB in'ill still be the centroid shift, which is the important vari-

able.

Once the centroid shift has been estimated by the gain calibration algo-

rithm, the gains of all cirannels are determined from eq. 56. This algorithm

assumes that the appiied profile shift á, is approximately one channel width.

Since the actual shift ma¡' not be exactly one channel width, it is necessa,ry

to recalculate the shift and continue the gain corrections until changes in the

corrections are belou' the gain tolerance GTOLL. Since eq. 56 simply gives

a relation of the channei gain in question to its neighbour, there is the ad-

ditional requirement that at least one of the channel gains be knorvn. This

constra,int can be satisfied by simply defining the central channel gain, for

example, to l¡e exactl¡' 1.0. Subsequently, the other channel gains can be



matched to the central channel.

Once the gain corrections have been completed for the first and second

profiles, then the entire procedure u/as repeated for the second and third

profiles. From the first pair of profiles, the calculated centroids are XA1 and

XB1 and from the second pair of profiles, the calculated centroids are XA2

and XB2. Nou'XB1 and XA2 are the second profile centroids and they rnzsl

agree, so too rnust the corresponding shifts XB1-XA1 and XB2-X42. The

value of the shifi is then modified b¡' the program until the centroid values

for profile tu'o and the trvo shifts agree to rvithin * 1.0 ¡rm.

6.3 Ferformance of the Gain Calibration ,{lgorithrn"

This algolithm was initialiy tested rn'ith sirnulated data by generating

random gains varying lr]' * I0 %. Using a Gaussian profile shifted by 0.8

mm and multiplying the channel currents by the randomly chosen gain, three

equally spaced profiles lvere generated. The gain calibration was determined

to be accurate to q'ithin + 0.001 %for up to 31 channels as shown in fig.36.

Investigation of the relatively large errors for the outer most channels re-

vealed that this error is due primarily to errors in determining the second

derivatives at the end points for the spline function used by the gain calibra-

tion algorithm.

To properly test the results of this gain calibration algorithm, it is neces-

sary to generate simuiated data with reaiistic noise values such as beam and

electronic noise, shift error, normalization error and the strip position and

n'idth error. All errors are added to the generated Gaussian profiles used

for the basic beam profiles. Each profile has been generated after assuming
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shifted by 0.8 rnm and generated witl¿ * 10 % gai,n aariations and no noi-se.

tn'enty minutes of data acquisition time and b00 nA beam current.

6.3.1 Beam and Electronic Noise.

The beam ancl eiectronic noise parameters can be treated as one noise

source and each can be reduced b¡' increasing the run tirne of profile acquisi-

tion. As demonstrated in the previous section, the tested electronic pream-

plifier channels rvhich operated rn'ith a 0.5 second integration time constant

produced a beam off histogram with an electronic noise or o"¿ : 0.b pA.

Also frorn the previous section, the beam noise which is associated with

fluctuations in the beam shape was determined from a test run with the fast

feedback servo loop on as a maximum of abea* :2.0 pA for all channels. This

is after the beam profiles have been corrected for any changes in intensity

25
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For a realistic test value, the totai beam and electronic noise was generated

randomìy for each channel from a normal distribution u'ith atutat :7.0 pA.

6.3.2 Normalization Error of Beam Frofile.

The beam profile can also change its intensity during the gain calibration

profile run. This will appear as bearn noise as discussed above unless a read-

ing of the beam current from some normalization monitor can be obtained,

correcting for the observed change in intensity. For the final experimental

setup, the beam intensit¡' will be read directly from the transverse field ion-

ization chambers. The smallest detectable change in beam current for these

ion chambers based on their design specifications is one part in 10e after 300

hours running time. For each profile event read in by tire monitor in one

second, the smaliest detectable ch.ange in current from the transverse field

ionization chambers is one part in 106, or ono,m : 0.0001 Yo, and this is

negligible for the gain calibration algorithm.

6.3.3 Beam Shift Error.

Unlike the two step algorithrn, the three step gain calibration does not

require the input of the profile centroid shift. The only effect that would

result in a gain correction erlor is if the sjrift is an aslrmmetric shift for the

three profiles, that is, if ihe shift from profile one to profile tn'o is not equal

to the shift from profile tu'o to profile three. Based on previous experience

with these steering ma,gnets, a worst case error of o"¡;¡¡:7 To was assumed.

This does not mean that the shift is knoq'n to * 1 To, but rather that the

two profile shifis are equal to rvithin + I %.
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6.3"4 Strip Fosition and lMidth Ðrror.

As discussed in section 3.1, vie'*'ing the laser cut foil strip array under a

travelling microscope revealed that the strip positions varied belou' the 10 ¡;m

level, thtss o-;¿1¡:0.01 mm. Since the spacing of the strips was 0.1 mm and

the array must be tensioned such that no trvo strips are in contact, the s'orst

case error for the strip position was half a foil strip spacing, or apos: 0.05

mm.

Before any data were taken, both calibration procedures ìÂ/ere tested wiih

simulated data. Computer generated profi-les r¡/ith foil strip current and noise

disiributions as expected for a t hour calibration run during actual pality

data taking rvith a 500 nA proton beam were analyzed Lo test the extrac-

tion of gain correction factors G; from a preset random gain distribution g¿.

Results of the tu,o procedures are shou,n in fig. 37 where the produ ct G;g; is

plotted for each foil strip channel. Note that for correctly deduced G¿, the

product G;g;:1.00. The error bars are the statistical fluctuations expected

for a t hour calibration run. The upper part of fig. 37 shows the results of

the trvo step algorithm and the lou'er part shorn's the results of the three step

(2 x 2) algorithm. Tire computer simulations were made for 31 single width

foil strips. Truncation of a symmetric intensity profile distribution does not

introduce any error on the centroid determination. For non-symmetric in-

tensity profiles, truncation may be introduced as long as the shape of the

profile is knorvn and the truncated parts are estimated through fitting tire

measured profile using the knou'n shape as a template.

The final test for the gain calibration algorithm was to perform the gain

calibration on real data events. Fig. 38 shou's two attempts performed during

a December 19E9 test run. Shown are gain calibration results for run # 60
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calibration resu,lts for two runs seperated by two

by 3 mm for the second gain calibration run.

10

and f 65 on the central 21 single channel foil strips. The tu'o runs \ rere

taken two hours apart. After the first ruir, the 20 mm full width ] beam

rvas moved 3 mm (3 channel rn'idths) to the right using the beamline bending

magnet. The normalization of event profiles was performed using a norma,l-

ization foil placed directly behind the foil strip array. Due to electronic noise,

this method of normalization is less accurate than with tire planned use of

the transverse field ion chambers. Also note that tire beam curlent for these

test runs rn'as only i00 nA. This decreases the statistics of the profile events

belorv tire level that rvill be available during the data taking of the parity

violation experiment. As discussed in section 2, systematic errors such as

the non-linear response of the monitor with respect to beam intensity fluc-

tuations t'ould shorv up as a s¡'stematic gain correction on the monitor. As

seen in fig. 38, all sJ'5¡s¡1atic and statisticai errors of the gain calibration
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Figure 39: Cornparison of an'independent gain cali,bratí,on a,lgorithm anrl tl¿e

proposed th'ree step algoritltm for real data profi,les. Plots are tl¿e ind,epend.ent

gain calibrati,on algorithm witlt. I f.tti,ng parameters (solid.), uith 7 paramet,ers

(daslt.ed) and tl¿e three step calibration algorithm (dotted).

algorithrn are belon' their required level, clemonstrating ihe absence of any

detectable non-linear effects.

Fig. 39 shou's the three step algorithm results for data from a February

1990 test run ff 108. Included in the figure are results from an existing

gain calibration program'¡'ith 7 and 8 fiiting parameters compared with the

three step algorithm. The agreement of the various methods '¿,ould support

the assumption that the three step algorithm is performing as expectect. Af-

ter observing the satisfactory performance of the three step gain calibration

algorithm, the reasons for its implementation u,ould be its fast calibration

time, its insensitiviiy to beam shape aird that it has demonstraied. abiliiv to
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obtain high precision for simulated profiles generated with a limited centroid

shift distance.
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Cos'lclusiorus 
"

It has been the intent of this thesis to describe in detail the construc-

tion, evolution and implementation of a dual-function beam intensity profile

monitor used in secondary electron emission mode of operation for a parity

violation experiment in p* - p scattering at 230 MeV. it has been demon-

strated that an SElt{ device provides a linear response far better than that

of a similar gas gain monitor. The fundamental problem of lou' gain for the

SEM device was compensated for by high quality, Iow noise electronics.

Using the split plate SEM rnonitor to drive a fast analog position feedback

system, it has been demonstrated that lteam median stability better than *
5 Lt^ can be achieved. Also demonstrated u'a,s beam centroid determination,

by the use of aluminum foil strips, to better than t 3 p^ for 30 minutes of

data taking. Both of the above requirements u'ere accomplished for a 20 mm

futl width I Gaussian beam spot of approximately 100 nA.

Finaliy, a gain calibration algorithm that is computer controlled and does

not require a beam shift of rnore than 2 mm total shift has provided gain

correction factors to better than t 7.0 %. In addition to the above perfor-

mance characteristics, the SE\4 monitor substantially reduces mass placed

in the beam (with respect to conventional gas fiiled devices), minimizing the

effects of multiple scattering.
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Parameter Design Specifications Performance

median

stability

*10pm
(fluctuations < 1 Hz)

t5¡rm
(fluctuations < 1 kHz)

centroid

determination

* 10 ¡;m

(one hour)

f 3 ¡lm

(one hour)

signal pedesial

(bias current)

t 1.0 pA

(all channels)

* 0.1 pA

(short term drifts)

electronic

noise

t60pA
(one second

integration time)

tTpA
(one second

integration time)

Saln

calibration

+7.0%

(all channels)

*7.0%
(better for inner

channels)

split plate

position accura,cy

*13pm
(relative position)

* 13 ¡;m

(relative position)

strip position

determination

t5¡rm * 4.5 ¡rm

Table 4: Comparison of monitor design criteria and the performance obserued.

for the SEM rnonitor.
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,e Appendåx: Gain Calibnation Prognan:."
C****++***+**{.*+******++*********+*+*+*+*++*******++*+++********++**+******
C
C
C
C
C
C*****+++**++*+****+*+++**********x***++*++*)k**********+++*++*+************

PROGRAN{ GAINMATCH
INTEGER*4 FLAG,IISET,Ilf ODÐ,FLAG2,COUNT
REAL*8 VARO,VARl,I1,I2,EPS2,FLÐXB
REA L*8 IA,IB,IAA,IB B, X,YA,YB,Y2A,Y2B, DXA, DXB, N U T,IA, N U T,I B, GAIN
REAL+8 EPS,AA, BA,CA, D.A,AB, BB,CB,DB,DEN OMA, DEN Otr,{ B, FLEXA
RE A L * 8 E P S A, Ð p S B,Ir 7,1 1 2,121,12 2, TE N,f pA, I C, I C C, C E N TO L L
REAL*8 SHIFT,Sl1,S12,XA1,XBl,XA2,XB2,IASIG,IBSIG,ICSIG,GTOLL
DIÀ{ENSTON rA(21),rB(21),rAA(2i),rBB(21),rAsrc(2i),rBsrc(21),rcsrc(21)
DIMENSTON y2A(21 ),X(21 ),AA(21 ),BA(21),CA(2 I ),DA(21),IC(21 ),HOLD(21 )
Dr\f ENSTON y2B(21),AB(2r),BB(21),CB(2i),DB(21),FLEX(21),ULrMN(21)
DIITENSTON DXA(21 ),yB(2 1 ).DX B(2 I ),cArN(21),TEr,f p(21),FLEXB(2 1)
DrnrENSroN YA(21),FLEXA(2 1 )
DATA CENTOLL,G TOLL I 1.Otr-05, 1.08-04/
DATA VARO,VARI I 0.0 J.0 I
g IPN (! N¡r=3, plLB='IN P UT. DAT',STATUS ='OLD', READON LY)
OPEN ( U NIT=9,FI LÐ='O UTP UT. DAT',STATU S='N E\4/')

DO LOOP TO READ I¡¡ TI-IB TI{RBE PROFILB DATA
COT{PLETE \\IITTI TiIÐ \/ARIA}íCÐ OF ÐACII CIIANNEL.

DO I=1,21
RP4D(q,100)couNT,rA(r),iASrG (r),rB(r),rBSrc (r),rc(i),rcsrc (i)
x(I)=FLOAT(COUrr*T)
GAIN(I)=VARi

END DO
l\{ODÐ=0

IISET IS ZERO IF \4¡Ð ARE LTS]NG T}IB FIRST T\4¡O PROFILBS.
IISET IS ONE IF WB ARE USING TIIE SECOND TWO PROPILÐS.

IISET=0

PLACE TIIE FIRST T\\¡O PROFILES IN IAA AND IBB AND
PÐRFORT{ TITÐ GAIN CALIBRATION.

THÐ SPLINE ROUTINE REQUIRES THB SECOND DERIVATI\¡E
(Y2 A & B) AT THÐ END POTNTS OF Tr{E DTSTRTBUTION.

C CALL TIIE SPLINING ROUTINE.

GAIN MATCHiNG OF TI{REÐ PROFILÐ DATA FILES

PROGRAN'ÍN{BR A.tr4. SEKULOVICH i99O

C
C

C
C

C
C

998

C
C

DO I=1,21
rAA(r)=rA(r)*cArN(t)
rBB(r)=rB(r)'kcArN(r)
rF(rrsET.EQ.0)FLEXA(r)= 100.0*rASrc (r)/rAStG ( I 1)

_ JE(r_rsET. EQ.0) FLEXB( t)= 1 00.0*r BSrc (r)/rBSrc ( 1 1 )
END DO

Y2A( 1 )=-IAA (4)+4*IAA(3)-5*1,.\ A (2)+2+lAA( 1 )
Y 2 A (21) =-rAA ( 1 8 ) +4 * IAA ( t I )- 5. I Ä A ( 20 ) + 2 

* IAA ( 2 1 )
Y2B(1)=-rBB(4)+4+rBB(3)-5*rBB(2)+2xrBB( 1)
Y2B(21)=-IBB(18)+4*IBB(19)-5+IBB(20)+2*IBB(21)

CA LL FLATC(2 l,X,IAA,FLEXA,YA,Y2A,DXA,AÄ,BA,CA,DA)
CALL FLATC(21,X,IBB,FLEXB,YB,Y2B,DXB,AB,BB,CB,DB)
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C
'C

C
C

997

C
C

C
c

J=JA
I h44 ( J)IPPS4* * 3. 0 + B A ( J ) 

* EpS A * * 2. 0 + CA ( J ) 
*EpSA+ DA ( J )NUMA=J1*(J+EPSA)

.l=.IR

I?:êP(J):_EPS9**3.0+BB(J )*BPSB**2.0+CB(J )*EPSB+DB( J)
NUI\{B=I2*(J+EPSB )
DENOMA=I1
DENOMB=12
DO I=1,8

J=JA+I
I th4 A (.J)_1 P-ls A_1 iq g-+ B A (J ) 

* E p s A + * 2. 0 + cA ( J ) 
* E p s A + D A ( J )

NUNTA=N UI{A+I12*(J +EPSA )
J=JA-I
I lL:A A (_¡,ü p_p sA_* * q g + B A (J ) 

+ E p S A * * 2 . 0 + CA ( J ) 
* E p S A + D A ( J )NU.\IA=NUIIA+t I 1 

*(J +Ep SA)
J=JB*I
I ??=AB (J,X p-p_s Bliq g_+ B_B ( J ) 

* E p s B x * 2 . 0 + c B ( J ) 
* E p s B + D B ( J )

N U_M B =N UM B+ t22 * (J +EpS ll )
J=JB-I
I ?L:aB (JÌ pls B-1-,q g + BjB_(J) + E p s B + * 2. 0 + c B ( J ) 

* Bp s B + D B ( J )NUMB=NUMB+I2 I *(J+EPSB)
DENOtrlA=DENOIf À+I12+t I I
DENOtr{B=DENOT,I B+ 122+I2I

END DO
TElt{PA=EPSA
JA=rNT(NUrrA/DENOMA)
J B=INT(NUIf B /DENOI{B)
EPSA=NUMA /DENOMA-DFLOAT( J A )
EPSB=NUtrf B/DENOMB-DFLOAT(J B)

SÐT THE CENTROIDS AT 11.OOO, (IE THE CENTER
oF THÐ N{ONITOR) 'JA.EPSA'ANID 'JB.EPSB'

JA=11
JB_1i
ÐPSA=0.0
EPSB=0.0

CALCULATE THE CENTROID OF THE DISTRIBUTIONS
OUT TO PLUS AND T,ÍINUS 8 CHANNEL WIDTHS.

IF TI{B NBW CBNTROID CORRECTION IS NOT LBSS
TIIAN 'CENTOLL" TRY AGAIN.

r_I(D4 BS(TEMpA-EpSA).GT.CENTOLL)cOTO ee7
FLAG=0

IF THB CORRECTION IS SÀ,IALLER T}IAN CENTOLL,
DETERN{INE THE SHIFT'EPS'.

EPS=(J B* EPSB)-(JA+EPSA)
IF(l\f oDE.GE. 1)EPS=SUIFT'

APPLY TI{E SHIFT TO THE SPLINED DISTRIBUTIONS AND
CALCULATE THE GAIN CORRECTION FACTORS 'GAIN(I)'.

DO I=1,11
INC=10*I*IISET
IF(EPS.GT.VARI )EPS=0.99
rF(rNC.cT.20)coro 881
I1=DA(INC)
r^2 :4-Ð( \c 2 ).* E I s i: g j_OJP B(I N,? )l p p s * * 2. 0 + c B ( r N c 2 ) 

* E p s + D B ( r N c 2 )GAIN(INC+i )=GArN(rNC+ 1 )*(r1lr2)
IF THE GAIN CORRECTION IS LtrSS TI{AT 'GTOLL"

C
C

C
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INCRBMBNT 'FLAG'.

rf' ( pA B s( i, 0- 01 /-r 2) ) . LT. G To L L ) F LAG = FLAG* 1

EPS2=VARl-EPS
INC=11-I+IISET
INC2=INC
rF(EPS2.LT.VAR0)THEN

ÐPS2:VAR1-EPS2
INC2=INC-1

END IF
rF(rNC.LT.1)GOTO 882
I I =AA(INC2)*EPS2*+3.0+BA(rNC2)*BpS2**2.0+CA(rNC2) *EPS2+DA(INC2)
12=DB(rNC+1)
GAIN (INC):GAIN(INC)+(I2lI 1 )

IF THE GAIN CORRECTION IS LBSS THAT 'GTOLL"
INCRÐMENT 'FLAG'.

rF(DABS(1.0-(r2lr 1 )).LT.GTOLL)FLAG=FLAG* 1

END DO

IP LESS THAN 20 CIIANNELS ARE BBLOW 'GTOLL"
TRY AGAIN.

rF(FLAG.LT.20)GOTO e98

CHBCK 'IISBT'TO SEE IF GAIN CORRECTIONS HAVE
BEEN DONB FOR BOTI{ PÄIRS OF PROFILES.

rF(risÐT.BQ.0)THEN

IF NOT, RBPLACÐ'IAA'AND 'IBB'\4¡ITI{ TI{E
SECOND PAIR OF PROFILES.

DO I=1,21
TEI{P(I)=IA(I)
rA(r)=rB(r)
rB(r)=rc(r)
FLEXA(r)-FLEXB(r)
FLEXB(r) = 100.0*rcsrG (r)/rcstc ( 1 1)

END DO
IISET=1
DO I=1,21

I{OLD(I)=GAIN(l)
GAIN(l)=\/AR1

END DO
XAl=JÄ*EPSA
XB1=JB*EPSB
IF(MODE.GE.2)SHIFT=S 12

PERFORM THÐ GAIN CORRECTIONS FOR TI{E SECOND
PAIR OF PROFILES.

GOTO 998
END IF

ONCB BOTH PAIRS OF GAIN CORRECTIONS HA\¡E BEEN
CALCULATED, DETERN{INE IF THÐ TWO SHIFT VALUES
AND TWO CÐNTRAL PROFILE CÐNTROIDS AGRÐÐ.

DO i=l,21
rB(r)=rA(r)
rA(r)=TEMP(r)

END DO
IISET=0
XA2=l{18P5¡

C
C
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C

XB2=JB*EPSB
sHrFT= (XA 2+XB2) / 2- (XA 1 +xB 1 ) /2

'N,{ODE' IS ZBRO FOR THE FIRST ITERATION.

rF([4ODE.EQ.0)cOTO 883

IF TI{E PROGRAN,T HAS GAIN CORRECTIONS FOR THB TWO
SETS OF PROFILES, CIIECK TO SEE IF IT HAS IMPROVBD
SINCE THE LAST ITERATION. IF NOT, MODIFY TI,IB 'SHIFT'VALUES.

rF(IroDE.EQ.l)THEl.i
S11=SHIFT
S12=SIIIFT

ÐLSE
S1 1 =SIIIFT+(SHIFT-(XB i-XA 1 ))
I i 2=5s ¡ p'¡+ (s HrFT- (XB2-XA2) )

END IF

IF THE SHIFT AGRÐE OR THE CENTRAL CENTROIDS
AGRÐE, INC'FLAG2'.

RESET GAINS TO 1.OOO.

DO I=1,21
GAIN(I)=VAR1

END DO
N{ODÐ=MODE+i
GOTO 998

IF CENTROIDS AND SHIFTS AGRÐE, WE ARB DONB.
PRINT OUT AND STOP.

FLAG2=0
DO I=1,21
_- ]yruTE(e,300)r,GArN(r)/cArN(1 1),HoLD(r)/HOLD( i 1)
END DO
FORÀ{AT( I X,12,6(F i 0.6))
FORI{AT( 1 X,5(81 3.6,") )
FORMAT( I X,t4,2(F I 0. 5) )
cLosE(s)
cLosE(e)
STOP
END

SUBROUTINB FLATC
H. SPATI{'S SN{OOTHING CUBIC SPLINE ROUTINE
SOURCE: Spline Algorithms fo¡ Curves and Surfaces
Tra¡slated by W. D. Hoskins and H.W. Sager
Utilitas Mathematica Publisliing Inc. Winnipeg.

Computes coefficients Ak,Bk,Ck and Dk of a smoothing cubic spline
function.

f(x) = A k * (x-xk ) 
* x 

3 + Bk * (x-xk ) 
* * 

2 + Ck * (x-xk ) + Dk
u'here xk¡=x¡=x(k+1)

Input: N,(X(I),U(l),P(l),i= l,N),Y2( 1 )=y 1",Y2(N)=yn"
N=number of nodes
X=array of x vaìues
U=array of y values

C
C
C

C
C

C
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C
C

ooo

100
200
300

IF( DA BS(S HIFT- (X B 1-XA I ) ). LT. 0. 00 I ) FLAG 2= 1

rF(DABS(SHTFT-(XB2-XA2)).1T.0.00 I )FLAG2=FLAG2+1
rF(FLAG2.EQ.2)GOTO 999
FLAG2=0
SHIFT=S11

C******+++******************+**+********+t(****************+******+++*****x+**
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
L,
C
C
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c*+**************++*+++********++******************************+**+*x*++***

SUBROUTINE FLATC(N,X,U,P,Y,Y2,DX,A,B,C,D)
IN{PLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z )
DTMENSTON {(ry),y(ry),p(N),y(N),y2(N),DX(N),A(N),8(N),C(N),D(N)
DATA VA R0,VARl / 0.0,1.0 Iwlv=vARl
W!\¡1=VAR0
N1=N-1
N2=N-2
c(1)=vAR0
D(1)=VAR0
RR1=Y2(1)
RR2=Y2(N)
B(1)=VAR0
B(N)=VAR0
DX(N)=VAR1
H1=x(2)-x(1)
DX(1)=II1
DO 1'I{=2,N1

H2=X(K+1)-X(K)
DX(K)=rr2
p(K)=1 ./(2. *(ri i +H2)-r{ 1 

*H 
1 
*D(ri- i ))H1-II2

1

2

.)
4

CONTINUB
DO 3 K=1,N

Y2(Ii)=0.
Y(Ii)=U(K)

CONTINUE '

W=\\IW
W1=\u4Rl-W
DO 6 K=1,N1

H2=O¡i6¡
R2=(Y(K+l)-y(K))/H2
rF(K.EQ.1)cOTO 5
H=6.*(R2-R1)
IF(K.EQ.2)H=H-II 1 

*B(1)
IF(I{.EQ.N 1 )H=H-H2*È(N)
c(ri) =D(ri )* (H-H I *c(ti- 

1 ))H1-It2
R1=R2

CONTINUE
B(N1)=C(N1)
rF(N1.LE.2)GOTO I
DO 7 J=2,N2

K=N-J
_ q(rl)_= g(ri)-D(K)*DX(K)*B(n+ 1 )
CONTINUE '

DO 9 K=2,N1

^ ^Þ(Ð=]1lB( K)+w 1 
*Y2(K)

CONTINUB
r1_1J T_A

7
8

o

H5=Y4¡¿g
DO 10 Ii=1,N

J2-K+1
IF(K.EQ.N) J2=N
I!=. ffBlJ 2 ) B (K ) ) / DX ( K )_ ( B ( K )_ B ( J I ) ) / D x ( J 1 ) ) / p ( K )
rF(w.EQ.VAR1)A(K)=-H
Iry \41: 

ry 
E:VA_R 1) A.(r! 

) = \\' * ( u ( K ) 
_ rr ) + \\' 1 

* y ( K )H5=H5*DABS(A(K))
J 1=I{

1O CONTINUE
H5=VARl/H5

7t4



rF(w.NE.VARl)GOTO 13
lI1=VAR0
H2=VAR0
DO 11 K=l,N

I{=Y(K)
H1=H1+A(K)*H
H2=lI2*H+H

i1 CONTINUE
WW2=I{1/H2
rF (DABS (\\rW2-W\\/ 1 ). LT. 5. E-4*DABS (WW2) ) c OTO 1 2
V\I\\/1=WW2
GOTO 15

12 \4/W=2/(1.+DSQRT(1.-W\4/2))
B(1)=RRl
B(N)=¡¡¿2
GOTO 2

13 II2=VARO
H3=VAR0
H4=VAR0
DO 14 K=1,N

H2=rr2*DABS(A(K )-Y(K))
H3=H3*DABS(B(r{))
H4-H4+DABS(B (K)-Y2(r{))

14 CONTINUE
IF(H2*iI5+II4IH3.LT.5E-4)GOTO 17
H5=VAR1

15 DO 16 K=l,N
Y2(K)=B(Ii)
Y(K)=A(K)xHb

16 CONTINUÐ
GOTO 4

17 DO 18 K=1,N1
J2=Ii*1
D(K)=A(K)
A(K ) =(B(J 2)-B(r{ ) ) /(6. * DX (K ) )
c(K)=(A(i2)-D(K))/DX(r{)-Dx(K)+(B(J 2)+2.*B(ri))/6.
B(l{)=.5*B(K)

18 COÑTÍNUE
D(N)=A(N)
B(N)=.5*B(N)
RETI]RN
ENI)
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